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The NEWS
WLUSU election beset
by improper conduct
PATRICK BRETHOUR
Cord Weekly
"The onCy difference between a podtician and a
manure pile is that the manure pie doesn't have a
choice about hozv shitty it smefts."
r
frenchy
(hfeivs editor: Jonathan Stover Associate editor: %&ri CDoums
WLUSU officials have come
under fire for irregularities in last
week's elections.
Beset with problems from the
start of the campaign, both the
Election Council and Executive
Vice-president Jeff Walters have
come under fire for a number of
improprieties committed by can-
didates and WLUSU alike.
Problems began early in the
campaign, over the issue of
posters.
Presidential candidate Dave
Morrissey had already purchased
paper for his campaign posters.
At an all-candidates' meeting he
was told by Chief Returning Of-
ficer Melissa Blease that the
paper was unacceptable for
posters because it was the same
colour as the ballots. Blease later
stated that the candidates had
been warned not to pre-purchase
materials.
Other poster policies were not
enforced nearly as strictly. Karen
Gordon, Executive Vice-
president-elect, had a banner
posted in a stairwell — a clear
contravention of fire regulations
and prohibited in WLUSU elec-
tion guidelines as well.
Gordon's opponent Jason
Guttman informed WLUSU of
this fact on January 31. Despite
this, and despite the notification
of the fire marshal on February 2,
the Election Committee did not
remove the poster until the
afternoon of February 5.
More serious, however, were
the abuses that took place on the
day of the election. Early in the
morning, a number of flyers were
posted in the Peters' Building,
urging SBE students to vote for
candidates in business and eco-
nomics. (See Accompanying
Story).
If the problem in the Peters'
Building was too much notice
being given, in the Aird Building
it was exactly the opposite. In the
letter sent to all students ten days
before the election, Business and
Arts and Science students were
told where to vote -- but not
Music students.
In addition, only two bulletins
giving notice of the election were
posted in the Aird building. These
posters were torn down some
time before February 6.
At that time, presidential
hopeful Maureen McGuire
reported the lack of posters to
Chief Returning Officer Blease.
McGuire informed Blease of the
situation Tuesday night, and was
assured that new posters would
be put up.
On Wednesday morning,
McGuire again contacted Blease
to complain of the lack of posters.
The posters were finally put up
around 2:30 p.m. on the day of
the election. According to
McGuire, however, there were no
dates on the posters.
This, McGuire alleges, led
some students to believe the elec-
tion was not until Thursday.
McGuire said later that" (Music)
people aren't voting...the reason
-- WLUSU doesn't consider them
students."
With all these abuses, it was a
large crowd confronting the Elec-
tion Council on Wednesday
night. At the Council's emer-
gency meeting, Michelle Snape, a
communications student,
demanded a recall of the election.
"Your election's gone to pot and
everyone out there knows it," she
said at the meeting.
Jennifer Bain, President of the
Music Association, presented a
formal protest to the Council.
Bain stated that when she
went to vote at 7:45 p.m. in the
Concourse she was told that the
poll was closing early, since no
one had voted at the poll in a
while. Upon insisting, she was al-
lowed to vote in her designated
area.
Bain asked at the Council
meeting that the results of the
election be withheld until the
music students could vote the fol-
lowing day.
The Council retired to an in
camera session where it was
eventually decided not to in-
validate the election. Later in the
night, a decision was made by
Jeff Walters and Melissa Blease
to release the results of the elec-
tion.
In lieu of another day of
voting, a letter was later sent by
the Election Council to the Cord,
apologizing to the Faculty of
Music.
In the aftermath of the
campaign, reactions are varied.
Executive V-P Jeff Walters is
President-elect Stuart Lewis (left) was pretty darn
happy at his election win last Wednesday night (actual-
ly, Thursday morning by the time the ballots were
counted and when this picture was shot.) And hey --
those ballots could still be found sitting in a big happy
pile on Executive Vice-president Jeff Walters' office
floor the following Tuesday! What happened to the
'Destroy the ballots no less then 72 hours after the
election' guideline? Ah, well. (Pat Brethour photo)
Election results
PRESIDENT VOTES
1. Stuart Lewis 680
2. Maureen McGuire 298
3. Bruce Hodges 285
4. Dave Mornssey 122
5. Bill Needle 007
6. Calvin 001
7. Hobbes 001
EXECUTIVE VOTES
VICE-PRESIDENT
1. Karen Gordon 854
2. Jason Guttman 474
BOARD OF DIRECTORS VOTES
(first 15 elected)
1. Christina Craft 562
2. Brenda Morehouse 497
3. Nick Jiminez 4gg
4. Angela Baker 44 j
5. Jean-Paul Desmarais 42Q
6. Brad Morris
4Q5
7. Cathy Graham 404
8. Moira Beveridge 393
9. Debbie Brooks 3{.f.
10. Juli Baker
340
11. Aiden Tracey 340
12. Scott Atkinson
339
13. Timothy Brown 316
14. Gord Bilecki
292
15. Cecilia Ledzinsky 285
16. Tom Samac 244
17. Dennis Kavelman 234
18. Garry Scott 233
19. Brian Cornwall 232
20. Dave McMillan 221
21. Kevin Murray 216
22. Craig Griffith 191
23. Ronald German 185
24. Karl Pelowich 163
Poster violations
SPECIAL TO THE CORD
Several WLUSU election candidates, including presidential
candidate Bruce Hodges and executive-vice-presidential hope-
ful Jason Guttman, were fined by WLUSU for election im-
proprieties.
Students entering the Peters Building on election day (Feb-
ruary 7) were greeted by numerous posters urging them to vote
for candidates in the business program. Bruce Hodges was
listed for presidential candidate, Jason Guttman for the execu-
tive V-P, as well as a number of SBE students for BOD posi-
tions.
The posters directly violated a WLUSU election guideline
which states that all campaigning shall cease at 5 p.m. the day
before the election. This guideline includes everything from
'schmoozing' around the polling booths by a candidate to hav-
ing posters up on election day.
WLUSU's Election Council was alerted to the flyers at 10
a.m.. However, no action was taken until 12:30 p.m., when the
posters were finally removed. Karen Gordon, Gunman's op-
ponent, immediately filed a complaint with the Election Coun-
cil. She stated at the time that the complaint was directed not
against Guttman, but against the Election Council itself.
An emergency Election Council meeting was convened at 8
p.m. the night of the election. In an in camera session, the
Council decided to penalize each candidate whose name had
appeared on the list. Each candidate received a warning or
fines of up to 20 per cent of their election budgets, depending
upon previous violations.
Students' Union Executive Vice-president Jeff Walters,
who is ultimately responsible for the clean running of WLUSU
elections and referenda, justified the decision by citing election
guideline 3A,ii, which states that "A candidate is deemed
responsible for the actions of his/her agent". Walters said he as-
sumed the persons responsible for the flyers were agents of the
candidates. Reactions to the decision varied widely.
Melissa Blease, Chief Returning Officer for the election,
said "We had to do something
...
(there were) lots of people
mad." Guttman, who received a 20 per cent fine, said that he
was incensed at the Council's edict. In later discussion with the
Cord, he said "they cannot hold me responsible ...prove to me
it was an active agent and I will take responsibility."
-Stuart Lewis talks! Page 5
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Morgentaler debates pro-lifer at U of W
GAIL COCKBURN
Cord Weekly
Another skirmish in the
Pro-Choice/Anti-Abortion
'war' was fought last Wednes-
day night at the University of
Waterloo's Federation Hall, as
Dr. Henry Morgentaler, the
controversial and well known
abortion rights activist,
debated Dr. Paul Ranalli, a
member of 'Physicians For
Life.'
Ample security measures
for the debate proved un-
necessary, as the large and vo-
cal Fed Hall audience limited
itself to boos and cheers.
The debate was organized
around controversial federal
bill-in-progress Bill C-43,
which would limit a woman's
right to an abortion in Canada.
The two have debated at a
number of universities.
One of the most con-
tentious issues raised centred
around women's rights. Dr.
Ranalli agreed with a quote
from a fellow Physician For
Life who said that she was "all
for women's rights ~ as long
as they didn't interfere with
the life of an unborn child."
Ranalli said that it is unjust
that women must bear all the
responsibility and shame for
an abortion. He said that
women are not making in-
formed decisions and need to
know the 'facts' about abor-
tion, and that both 'sides' on
the abortion issue were ignor-
ing women's real needs.
"An abortion is a quick
fix," Rannali noted.
In turn, Morgentaler ac-
cused his opponent of paying
lip service to the idea of
women's rights. Only by
giving women the right to
make their own decisions and
have control over their own
bodies can women be equal,
he told Ranalli.
The controversial doctor
emphasized that a woman
should not be a slave to her
reproductive function. Nor,
Morgentaler stated, should a
woman be considered a
criminal for controlling her fu-
ture and being responsible
enough to decide that she is
not prepared to be a mother.
According to Morgentaler, the
proposed Bill C-43 takes away
a woman's sense of dignity
and punishes her with an un-
wanted pregnancy.
As usual, the question of
life versus potential life was
raised. Morgentaler
maintained that a fetus is a
potential human being, while
Ranalli said that a fetus "is a
human being with potential."
Dr. Morgentaler said that
women would, quite simply,
not have abortions if they
believed the fetus to be a hu-
man being. Ranalli argued
that, on the basis of con-
troversial medical evidence,
the fetus is a human being
from conception.
While claiming to follow a
strictly medical argument, Dr.
Ranalli went on to blame the
"Me Generation" for abor-
tions. He said that many have
"no regard for others."
Dr. Ranalli was also hostile
towards the Canadian Medical
Association. He said that the
CMA has allowed the
deterioration of its "once-
proud" anti-abortion ethic of
1963. He said that the organi-
zation, with over 43,000 mem-
ber doctors, "does not reflect
the beliefs of its members on
the abortion issue."
Both men fired questions
back and forth, and spent
much of the discussion period
attempting to disprove the
other side's arguments.
Morgentaler demanded to
know if Ranalli would force a
fourteen-year-old girl who had
been raped to have the child.
Ranalli replied that the worth
of the child was "no less" be-
cause it was a product of rape,
and that "one violent act
should not be followed by an-
other."
Questions from the
audience were often very
pointed. One young woman
asked what gave Ranalli the
right to control her body and
her future. Another person
asked Ranalli how he justified
the "back-alley" butchery that
occurs when safe abortions are
not available to women.
Ranalli responded that
complications arise from the
legal abortions already avail-
able to women. Morgentaler
did not deny that, like any
medical procedure, there can
be complications and said that
with legal abortions this risk
can be reduced.
In summary, Dr. Ranalli
underlined the value of all hu-
man life in all stages and ex-
pressed fear that with the
power to give abortions a doc-
tor would be the most
dangerous person in the state.
Morgentaler re-emphasized
his position that doctors are
not trained to make moral de-
cisions and that women are
responsible and are capable of
making their own informed
decisions.
Dr. Henry Morgentaler speaks. (Claudia Filici photo)
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If you've considered the other painting companies, then discover Painters
Plus™, where you get a...
SUMMER BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY...
PLUS... Qualified trainers with a business track record...
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If you are considering a business opportunity this summer, you will
find that
Painters Plus™ adds up!
Obtain an application from your campus placement office and forward it
today! Don't delay, all offers are made by March 1.
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New president says
he's for the students
KERI DOWNS Cord Weekly
Elected in what amounts to a landslide by WLUSU standards -- he
received almost 400 votes more than runner-up Maureen McGuire
-
Students' Union President-elect Stuart Lewis took time out on Tues-
day to talk to The Cord Weekly about both the election campaign
now* past and his plans for WLUSU next year.
Illicit campaigning procedures and election activities (See story
above) were prevalent in the 1990 WLUSU elections, with a number
of candidates receiving fines for by-law violations in their campaigns.
When asked about the problem, Lewis agreed that a number of things
weren't 'up to snuff.'
"Yes, some things during the campaign were questionable. There
were some breaches of rules by some candidates, but it's not up to me
to decide who's wrong."
When asked whether the number of violations and problems with
the actual election procedure - once again, no balloting booths were
set up in the Aird Centre, leading many Music students to feel
snubbed - should have brought about a recall, Lewis noted "I ran a
campaign and minded my own business. What others did is none of
my business. The election council made rulings on some questionable
conduct. I respect their decision."
In his presidential campaign platform, Lewis promised that
WLUSU would lobby to make sure the university spent some of its
$18 million surplus on the students. When asked how he is going to
work towards such a goal, Lewis said that he believes he has already
taken steps. The purchase of a new $1.5 million computer system by
WLU and the purchase of land at Regina and Lodge streets for park-
ing were cited by Lewis as evidence that the administration is using
its money.
When asked about his position vis a vis the ongoing faculty nego-
tiations, Lewis said that his support was with neither side, but with
the students instead. "The conflict is not that cut-and-dried." He
added that a strike would cause "irreparable damage" to student uni-
versity careers and both short-term and long-term job opportunities
for students.
Lewis said that the faculty and the administration are playing the
negotiating 'game' to the hilt, and that no one has all the facts on the
matter, including the students. "Students, though, will support the
teachers because that's who they know."
Lewis referred to the rapidly-growing number of students wearing
'Parity Now' buttons as "uninformed support." He said that he feels
adamantly that students should not support either side in the negotia-
tions because "they (the students) don't know enough."
"Both sides (faculty and administration) have problems in their
package and there are good points to both sides. To support the ad-
ministration would be crazy because they're not right; to support the
faculty would be crazy because they're not completely right either."
"Obviously, professors are underpaid," Lewis noted. "The faculty
is asking too much, though. The only position we (the students) can
take is a non-strike position. As an individual, I can only support the
students."
And, reflecting on his year as VP: University Affairs, Lewis had
these words:
"We made a lot of important growing steps this year, and I'm
proud to have been a part of that. A lot more has to be done, but for
the time you're involved you do the best job you can."
President AI Strathdee, whose term runs out April 30, relaxes. (Pat Brethour Photo)
WLUFA prepares for worst
CHRIS STARKEY
Cord Weekly
By the time you read this, everyone will
know exactly how committed members of the
Wilfrid Laurier University Faculty Association
(WLUFA) are to the idea of a strike.
At a general meeting late Monday
afternoon, 160 members of WLUFA decided
to conduct a strike vote. On Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, the members of the bargaining unit
voted on whether or not they would give the
WLUFA Executive the authority to call a
strike.
The WLUFA Executive includes Edcil
Wickham, John Finlay, Brian Flood, Ruth
Harris, Ed Kott, Joyce Lorimer, Michael
Moore and Mort Nelson.
The professors' decision comes in the wake
of two other major developments. The Minis-
try of Labour announced last Thursday that
Mr. Fred Long has been appointed as con-
ciliator in the negotiations.
As well, the university presented a compre-
hensive package including positions on wages,
pensions, sabbatical leaves and employment of
non-members - all unresolved items.
Long has experience in faculty/university
negotiations: he was unsuccessful in reaching
an amicable settlement in the Laurentian Uni-
versity walkout in Sudbury this past fall. Ac-
cording to WLU President John Weir, he is ex-
pected to begin talks as. early as next Monday,
and no later than March 1.
Both WLUFA President Edcil Wickham
and Weir said they do not see Long's inability
to settle Laurentian's labour problems as a
problem.
"The success of conciliation has more to do
with the posture of the parties going into the
process than the person," said Weir. He said
that as far as he knows, the two sides at
Laurentian were much further apart than at
WLU.
Weir also noted that the administration's
new offer would put the WLU professors in a
considerably better position than most faculties
in Ontario.
"The remaining items still have us divided,"
said Weir, "but the biggest problem we are
facing is that most of those items are related to
each other. If all of the money goes to in-
creased wages, then academic scholarships,
books, and the hiring of more faculty will need
to be cut."
"A trade-off must take place somewhere,"
said Weir.
The professors have been working without
a contract since they were certified as a
bargaining unit in 1987.
-news-
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SCOTIABANK'S MBA SCHOLARSHIPS:
SUPPORT YOU CAN BANK ON.
Even the most dedicated student needs academic years.
financial support. So in 1987, Scotiabank Applicants should be under 28 years of
created a unique scholarship for outstanding age on September 1 st, 1990, and must be
MBA students. The Scotiabank Scholarship Canadian citizens, landed immigrants, or
Program reflects our commitment to the citizens of Caribbean countries (Dalhousie
education and development of future business only) or Asian countries (McGill only). The
and community leaders. deadline for applying is April 16th, 1990.
Scotiabank awards two scholarships an- Students must also complete an application
nually at both Dalhousie and McGill Universities, to the MBA program at either university by
Each Scotiabank Scholar will receive $12,500 this date.
per year and be offered a position of em- For more information, write to your
ployment with Scotiabank between preferred university today.
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bill needle
When the world is running down...
Next time we'll eat the bones
A man visits a doctor.
"Doctor," he says "I'm
depressed and worn out. The
world is a horrible place, but
day in and day out, I have to
go to work, deal with people
that I hate and do a job I can-
not stomach any more."
The doctor gives the man a
complete physical examina-
tion. "There is nothing physi-
cally wrong with you, sir.
You're mentally fatigued, but I
have the perfect remedy. I felt
the same way as you once.
"The great clown Pagliacci
is playing in town tonight. A
night watching Pagliacci per-
form rejuvenated me, so great
is the power laughter has. Go
and see Pagliacci tonight, and
the world will seem a better
place tomorrow.
"But Doctor," the man
replies mournfully, shaking his
head, "I am Pagliacci."
"Why don't we just paint
everyone grey so there's no
more problems with racism,
neuter everybody to end the
war of the sexes and then take
an ice cream scoop to every-
one's frontal lobe so that
they're all happy in their
respective states of idiotic
bliss?"
A wise person said this to
me as I began to write this
week's column. There was a
point to what he said, I
thought, but there were two
flaws to his reasoning:
A) There isn't enough grey
paint in the world to accom-
plish this goshdarned nifty
Hbill needle's
world of
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brave new
wackiness
Utopian feat.
B) Who will perform the
lobotomies on the doctors per-
forming the lobotomies? (In
Latin, this is written Quis
lobotomiet ipso lobotomodes?)
I thought up a truly
wonderful solution to point A
-- but it means that the
lobotomies would have to be
performed before the painting,
if you're following my reason-
ing here.
But point B is a sticky one.
If the doctors are left, what's
to stop them from setting up a
dictatorship over everyone
who has been made vegeta-
tively blissful?
Of course, you could get
machines to perform the
lobotomies on everyone. But
knowing the way machines
are, you'd probably end up
with at least five per cent
casualties that way. Accept-
able?
Depends. For a world full
of happiness and peacefulness,
is any price too high? I say
thee nay!!!
What kind of paint should
we use? Certainly not lead-
based - after all, the Romans
used lead water pipes, and
look what happened to them.
Water-colour? No - the first
rain would put everything
back to zero. Acrylic is the
best bet. That damned stuff
never comes off.
Oh, and the neutering prob-
lem. Well, I admit it may take
quite a bit to sell people on
this. However, consider this -
Audi automakers boosted sales
in the mid-70s by increasing
the price of their cars. It could
be done.
There are still problems
with this. Voices, for instance.
Some people have good
voices, some bad ones. This
could lead to dissent, even
strife. So we'd better do vocal
cord operations while we're at
it. Cut them, that is.
And size. Size is a prob-
lem. Bigger people could still
dominate the smaller in this
world. Bone operations would
be painful, but also necessary.
Take bones away from taller
people, install them in shorter
people. Come up with an aver-
age race height, probably
around 5-foot seven.
The contortions involved in
moving bones around would
probably even up muscle
strengths and speeds amongst
everyone
- after all, you'd be
in so much pain all the time,
you wouldn't be in any shape
to find out how strong you are,
or whether you can outrun
anyone else. But the really
strong and the really fast --
well, cut a few tendons here
and there and everything
should be fine.
Oh, and hair -- bald people
would resent the behaired.
This is easy. Off with their
hair.
This is great. I'm glad I
worked this through with you.
Late at night, with the television blaring out
another episode of 'Cannon' and my coffee
congealing beside me, I ask myself 'Why?'
And then, watching William Conrad weeze
and puff down another hill in pursuit of a
criminal, I realize once again that we exist be-
cause we have to exist. Sniff. Sniff. Moments
like these make me glad I'm human. And of
the same race as William Conrad to boot.
You're a hell of an audience,
and I mean that sincerely.
Anyone want to get the ball
rolling on this?
Bill Needle is a fictional character. The
column seeks to provoke thought and
comment on moral, social and political is-
sues. The column advocates only freedom
of speech and the need for public forums
to air all opinions. The only guarantee
you've got is that the column does not
reflect the opinions of the Cord Weekly or
Cord Weekly staff. It may not even
represent the views of the person or per-
sons who write it.
The Cord Weekly
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There's always something cooking at Casey's.
Cross-Canada campus news:
Funding furor, scholarships and college relief
York fascism?
OTTAWA (CUP) - The director
of York's East Asian Studies pro-
gram has resigned
after York ac-
cepted a $1 million donation from
the "world's wealthiest fascist."
Bob Wakabayashi resigned
after the Kyoichi Sasakawa York
Fellowship Program was estab-
lished late last year. Kyoichi
Sasakawa heads the Japan Ship-
building Industry Foundation,
which made the donation.
Sasakawa was imprisoned for
three years following the Second
World War while the United
States decided whether to prose-
cute him for war crimes. He was
never convicted of these crimes.
But East Asian studies profes-
sor Stephen Endicott said
Sasakawa is probably part of the
worst class of war criminals
released during 1948 when the
U.S. was uneasy about growing
communist influence in the area.
The U.S. released "right-wing
fascist types" to help control the
labor movement, he said.
Endicott hopes the university
will ultimately reject the dona-
tion, which has yet to be ap-
proved by York's student awards
committee.
ÜBC rednecks
VANCOUVER (CUP) --
Workers at University of British
Columbia cafeterias must speak
only English on the job or risk
"disciplinary action." The univer-
sity's food services department,
which runs every food outlet on
campus except the ones in the
Student Union Building sent out a
memo forbidding employees
from speaking languages other
than English while working.
"It is very distressing and con-
fusing when other languages are
spoken," the memo said. "Infrac-
tions will result in disciplinary
action." Mary Stovell, the associ-
ate director of ÜBC's Food Ser-
vices Department said "We have
a horrendous problem when we
get a large number of people of
one language who tend to discuss,
while on duty, (things) in their
own language."
Stovell said Food Services
would continue to take orders in
other languages and that employ-
ees could speak native languages
"while off duty."
Many food services workers
who requested anonymity said
they were upset about the ruling.
"I think that it's a bad policy.
This is a bilingual country, a free
country," said one worker.
Assault centre
MONTREAL (CUP) — A sexual
assault prevention centre has set
up a scholarship fund for women
who can't afford a self defense
course.
Leona Heillig, co-ordinator
for the Montrdal Assault Pre-
vention Center, said the fund is
being set up in memory of the
women who died at the U de M
massacre, and called for public
contributions.
"We don't want to forget what
happened to those 14 women,"
she said. "We want to prevent this
sort of thing from ever happening
again."
The scholarships will be given
to children and women unable to
afford the centre's $65 self-
defense course, or to schools hav-
ing difficulty raising funds for the
workshops.
A special committee has been
set up to oversee the scholarship
programme, including representa-
tives from Ecole Polytechnique
and the Montr6al community.
The centre attempts to provide
assault prevention services for
groups that have traditionally
been victimized, such as women,
children, the elderly, and the
physically and intellectually dis-
abled.
French college
TORONTO (CUP) » Ontario's
first French-language community
college won't be opening its
doors until September, but al-
ready 700 people have applied to
enroll.
La Cite Collegiale will have
room for 2,500 students on its
three campuses in Ottawa, Corn-
wall and Hawkesbury. "It's the
next logical step for Franco-
Ontarian education," said Brigitte
Bureau of the Association
Canadien-Frangais de I'Ontario,
the province's most vocal fran-
cophone lobby group.
She said a French language
environment is needed because
Ontario's bilingual institutions
are too English. "We're plunged
into an anglophone milieu (but)
need to retain our culture."
Bureau said in the bilingual col-
lege she attended it was im-
possible to get cafeteria service in
French, or to hear French music
in the pub.
La Citt Collegiale, which
received provincial approval in
April 1989, will offer just the
courses Algonquin College in Ot-
tawa and St. Lawrence College in
Cornwall were offering.
But college official Serge Ar-
pin said new programs will be
added, probably starting in 1992.
For now, La Cite Collegiale
will offer about 60 diploma pro-
grams.
College break
TORONTO (CUP) - Ontario
community college students who
had their semesters extended be-
cause of last fall's teachers' strike
have been given a break.
The Ontario government says
it will extend student aid pay-
ments to cover the extra time.
Colleges and universities minister
Sean Conway said the govern-
ment "wants to ensure that stu-
dents whose studies were affected
by the labour dispute have every
opportunity to successfully com-
plete their programs."
The payments will be in the
form of interest-free grants, ac-
cording to ministry official Rob
Wooler.
Students will have to apply in
person at their registrar's office,
but Richard Jackson of the minis-
try's student aid branch said ap-
proval for people already receiv-
ing aid willbe automatic.
And he said the $5 million the
government has set aside for ad-
ditional payments "has an open-
endedness to it."(Even if) we've
used up every cent of our money
more money will be found," Jack-
son said.
He said about 30,000 com-
munity college students are cur-
rently receiving Ontario financial
aid and are eligible for the extra
cash.
This campus news
column was
compiled using the Canadian Univer-
sity Press news exchange, containing
stories from across Canada. Cana-
dian University Press is a group of
student newspaperpersons who flock
together periodically to exchange
pleasantries, smoke hash, and ner-
vously watch Do the Right Thing,
unsure of whether they're allowed to
laugh at the funny parts or not. So it
goes.
With
apologies
to
Eugene
Ionesco
By
Roy
Ellis
Excuse me for interrupting, Sir...
but another member of the Salary
Review board just turned into a Rh..
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ultimately responsible for the
goings-on of the election. When
asked about the problems and
abuses, Walters said to the Cord
that though he "felt bad," but that
he did not think the results had
really been affected.
Blease, for her part, differed
in her opinion of the election. "A
lot of candidates pushed it more
this year ... and a lot more people
spoke up," contended Blease.
Addressing the music facul-
ty's concerns, Blease assured
them that the mistake resulted
from her ignorance of the exis-
tence of a separate Faculty of
Music.
Candidate Jason Guttman said
"the election was poorly run
...
I'm not upset at losing. I'm upset
at the election. If this is the way
WLUSU runs, then the students
are in serious trouble."
Karen Gordon, Guttman's op-
ponent in the Executive V-P, con-
curred with Guttman's assess-
ment. "(The election was a)
reflection of the overall'adminis-
tration of the Election Coun-
ciL.the election should have been
called."
Dean Fred Nichols said that
the election had "problems that
could have been avoided with
better planning." However, the
Dean added, no one appealed the
election within the necessary time
limit. The election cannot be
called now.
A disgusted Guttman appealed his decision to the Dean's
Advisory Council, who overturned WLUSU's decision. Dean
of Students Fred Nichols could not see how the Election Coun-
cil could impose the fine without proof of wrongdoing by a
candidate.
The decision does not apply to the other candidates on the
list, as Guttman was the only candidate to appeal the Election
Council's ruling.
Is Laurier sexist?
What are the gender roles on campus?
JILL CLEAVER
Cord Weekly
Does Laurier conform to
traditional stereotypes of
men as enforcers and
women as servers when it
comes to various services
offered on campus?
This week, we'll exam-
ine the 'roles' of men and
women in both campus
security and in Laurier bars.
There are seven full-time
security officers currently
working at WLU. As well,
there are, on average, five
student security officers at
WLU at any one time.
Some of those students are
women.
Amongst the full-time
staff, there are no female
security officers. According
to Laurier head of security
John Baal, this isn't because
security doesn't want them.
Instead, Baal said that very
few women apply for the
positions for whatever rea-
son.
As well, Baal said that
three qualified females have
applied for the security of-
ficer position in the recent
past. All were accepted, but
Baal said that they declined,
and chose to work else-
where.
Another reason for the
lack of women on staff,
Baal said, is that there "is
not much of a turnover" in
WLU security. Many of the
officers working at WLU
have been here for twenty
years or more, the security
chief said.
Baal said that security is
willing to employ people of
both sexes on a training
basis. However, to be
eligible for training, one
first has to have a law en-
forcement certificate and/or
some previous police expe-
rience, as WLU has to work
"within the policies of the
police commission," ac-
cording to Baal.
Student security officer
positions are advertised in
the Cord, and the officers
on duty are chosen from a
larger pool of accepted stu-
dents.
Baal estimated that 95
per cent of the time these
students work in pairs be-
cause, the chief said, "dif-
ferent situations sometimes
call for a different perspec-
tive. Sometimes a woman is
better and sometimes a man
is in certain situations."
Some students talked to
by the Cord echoed Baal's
sentiment that the effective-
ness of a male or female
security officer depends on
the situation.
However, many female
students would like to see
an increased number of fe-
male security officers on
campus, especially in light
of recent sexual assault
problems. In such situa-
tions, the vast majority of
women find it easier to seek
help from another woman
rather than from a man.
However, for protective
purposes, many students in-
terviewed said that a male
security officer is much
more effective because
males are, on average,
physically stronger than
women.
The same seems to be
true for bouncers. Many
students thought that a
woman would be ineffec-
tive in a bouncer position,
and would be less likely to
jump into the middle of
something than a man
would.
According to WLUSU
Lounge Supervisor Dan
Dawson, there are no fe-
male bouncers because
none applied this year —
only one did last year. How-
ever, the rest of the staff at
the Turret is fairly evenly
distributed among males
and females.
It seems to be a different
story at Wilf's. Those who
work the door are male and
female. However, there is
only one waiter at Wilf's.
The rest of the serving staff
consists of women.
.
Once again, Dawson said
that this discrepancy is due
to the low number of male
applicants for the position.
However, Dawson said
there has been an increase
in the number of female
bartenders at Wilf's over
the past two years. This
year there are four female
bartenders. Four years ago
there were none.
Next week: Food ser-
vices, janitorial services
and more.
The Cord Weekly
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Mandela free after 27 years
JEFF BOWDEN
News Commentary
"Free, Free Nelson
Mandela!"
Such were the chants of
black activists in white-ruled
South Africa during the 27
years of imprisonment for
black rights activist Nelson
Mandela. Now, their chants
have been answered.
On Sunday, February 11,
Mandela was freed.
The news came as elation
not only to the thousands of
long persecuted blacks in the
country, but to people across
the globe. Several world lead-
ers, including President
George Bush and Prime Min-
ister Margaret Thatcher com-
mended South African Presi-
dent de Klerk for his decision.
Only months ago these same
leaders were criticizing him
for his role as leader of the
apartheid government.
Mandela has managed to
lead the African National Con-
gress - a political organiza-
tion banned for decades in
South Africa - from the living
room of his prison house. His
leadership at first clearly dic-
tated a non-violent response to
the brutal treatment of the
white government. However,
the militant wing of the ANC
did not always keep a passive
resistance.
This is little wonder, how-
ever, after viewing scenes of
riot police pounding on
protesters with billyclubs and
firing tear-gas. Any activists
killed were buried in coffins
draped with the outlawed
black, yellow and green flag
of the ANC.
Mandela's wife Winnie,
displayed a somewhat sad face
to the press after de Klerk's
announcement. Although she
was happy her husband was
finally free, she knew it was
overshadowed by frustration.
Nelson Mandela was returning
to a still-apartheid-divided
South Africa.
On Saturday night, Cape
Town turned into a city of
celebration as thousands
clogged the streets reveling at
Mandela's freedom. Some
celebrators were probably
born long after Mandela's ar-
rest 27 years ago.
When the festivities got out
of hand, white police forces
moved in and recreated the
scenes that have occurred so
many times over the past 30
years. Even during Mandela's
speech outside the prison on
Sunday night, youths were
shot or beaten by police. The
question remains - can Nel-
son Mandela's release succeed
in preventing such brutality, or
will the violence only in-
crease?
In another part of the city a
large white supremist Neo-
Nazi group was running in the
streets with a swastika flag.
One white man was badly
beaten for claiming black sup-
port. No police came to break
up that rally.
A year ago, any predictions
about the end of apartheid in
South Africa were as ludicrous
as saying the Soviet Union
would return to a multi-party
system. We saw the latter oc-
cur late last Tuesday night,
and hopefully apartheid will
soon be a thing of the past too.
At any rate, the structure of
world government is changing
like wildfire.
All we can do is sit back in
awe and be ready to expect
anything.
Yes, folks, it's a campus candid -- a fairly arty one, what with all this
light and shadows stuff, but surely a picture worthy of your perusal, if
only to wonder who those two guys are. Mutt and Jeff? Swann and
Stallworth? A 1 and Stuart? Wickham and Weir?... (Liza Sardi photo)
The Cord Weekly
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And they call it
democracy?!?!
What are we to make of the WLUSU elections?
Does WLUSU care so little about the violation of its election
guidelines that the violators simply receive small fines? $40 is the
most a person could be fined, a small price when you consider the
$16,000 a president could make.
Does it care so little about the students that it hired a Chief
Returning Officer who didn't know that there was a Faculty of
Music? That, because of that, there were no polling booths in the Aird
building?
Docs it care so little about the right of its voters to choose their
representatives in privacy that it makes people vote at open-air poll-
ing stations (read 'tables') with at least one candidate hovering
around the voting tables?
Does it care so little about proper procedure that the ballots were
still lying around on a WLUSU office floor more than four days after
they were supposed to be destroyed?
Whose mess is this?
Executive Vice-president Jeff Walters is ultimately responsible
for this whole shoddy sham of an election. When pressed, he always
seemed to deflect any criticism onto the Chief Returning Officer or
the Election Committee. And when Walters did manage to rouse him-
self from reading the sports section, the results were almost comic.
For instance, he and an impartial observer went through the entire
day's worth of printouts in Computing Services and various recycling
facilities in the Peters Building looking for the culprit who put up the
"reminders" for SBE students to vote for their own. After finding
nothing conclusive to incriminate anyone, it was decided to warn or
fine everyone on the offending posters.
But what if someone who hated business students had put those
signs up? Don't bother asking. The concept of 'Innocent until proven
guilty' apparently hasn't wafted up to WLUSU's brain trust yet.
A look at a sampling of campaign violations and at the election
screw-ups perpetrated by WLUSU itself suggests that the state of
democracy at WLU is shaky at best. All of these violate guidelines,
by-laws or fire regulations:
*
- 'Vote for Hodges' posters in residence windows on election day.
*
- The 'Vote for business students' reminders around the Peters Build-
ing.
*
- The Election Council punishing everyone on the above signs without
proof of who put the signs up.
*
- Dave Morrissey turning flyers into posters above and beyond the 30-
poster limit.
*
- Jason Guttman handing out popsicles after the campaign closed.
*
- Election posters creating fire hazards in stairwells for days.
And when guidelines were enforced, they were the silly ones.
Dave Morrissey was told that he couldn't have white posters because
the ballots were white. Why, then, were all of the banners printed on
white newsprint allowed? And what sort of idiot is going to be in-
fluenced by the colour of a poster in the first place?
Morrissey was also told he couldn't campaign off-campus. What
business is it of WLUSU's as to how many posters, flyers and hand-
shakes are distributed off-campus? No wonder Morrissey felt he was
being sabotaged. Every innovation he came up with was shot down.
Many individuals are eager to cry "fraud!" but are unwilling to ac-
tually do anything. Indeed, President-elect Stuart Lewis called the
election controversy "none of his business."
Really.
What the hell kind of university is Laurier if even its newly
elected student president doesn't give a damn about blatant campaign
violations and election screw-ups? Roll over, Ronald Reagan.
If this casual indifference to some of the basic foundations of
democracy - fair play, just conduct, honesty - is an early warning
sign as to the kind of ride we're going to get from Stuart Lewis-
Well, let's wait and see, shall we?
This was a shameful campaign.
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comment
Men won't understand
TO THE EDITOR:
I was part of the committee that
decided to work towards the estab-
lishment of a Sexual Relations Centre
on campus. This centre was to be par-
tially funded through donations made
in memory of the 14 women killed by
Marc Lepine at L'ecole Polytechni-
que de l'universitd de Montreal.
Recently, the idea of a Sexual Rela-
tions Centre was struck down in
favour of a Women's Centre. 1 think
this is a huge mistake.
Why did Lepine kill these stu-
dents? Many will say "Because they
were women". I can't argue this, but I
believe there is even a broader cause
for his action.
These women were murdered be-
cause there are misunderstandings
between the sexes in our society.
Women don't understand men. Men
don't understand women. Many men
have trouble accepting the fact that
women have a right to equality.
Many women, in turn, resent men be-
cause they can't accept this fact. Ob-
viously, this causes tension and mis-
understanding between the sexes.
As I understand it, the sexual re-
lations centre was supposed to be a
place to help break down these mis-
understandings. A place open to
women and men. A place where
people could go for help if sexually
abused by another member of
society. A place where humans could
get together and try peacefully to un-
derstand or at the very least accept
one another.
Should this be replaced by a
Women's Centre? Never. Men will
mock it in the locker room. Men
won't understand it. I'm not support-
ing these attitudes of men towards a
Women's Centre, I'm merely stating
the reality of their reaction. Will this
reaction of men help reduce tension
between the sexes? The same tension
that caused 14 innocent women to be
murdered?
A Women's Centre won't bring
men and women at Laurier closer to-
gether. It will split them further apart.
And in doing so it runs the risk of
creating another Marc Lepine.
A Sexual Relations Centre would
help break down the wall between the
sexes and in doing so help to ensure
that Marc Lepines will be eradicated
from our society forever.
Cory Lipovschek
A pretty parity poem
TO THE EDITOR:
Hear ye friends I make the call
to give some needed clarity
About the current school debate
of profs deserving parity.
It's time to act or soon be forced
into a college sequel
Where they, like our own faculty
just wanted to be equal.
It is not fun to look upon
the concept of a strike.
It cannot be an option
that eitherside would like.
So apathetic students
It's time for you to wake
And see whatkind of action
A diplomat would take.
It would be nice to live in dreams
where money
wasn't key,
And professors came to Laurier
to teach us all for free.
But please awaken from that dream
and give them what they lack.
Their quality gave this school its
worth
So give them something back.
Kim Waller
English
Socrates and Baker on Fisher
TO THE EDITOR:
At the Senate meeting of January
31, 1990,1 made some remarks about
the recent incident involving a faculty
member's response to student evalua-
tions and was asked whether I could
repeat some
of the comments for the
wider University community through
the pages
of The Cord. Without
wishing to comment further on the
details of the incident, which I con-
sider closed, I am pleased to pass
along some of my general remarks on
the broader implications of the inci-
dent.
If, as Socrates suggested, the un-
examined life is not worth living, so
the unexamined institution may not
be worth having. In my view, univer-
sities should serve as forums for the
critical examination of all views,
values and institutions, including uni-
versities themselves. It is only
through such self-examination that
we can learn from our experience and
realize more of our potential. In this
context, the opinion of the students
about their educational experience is
crucial. Anything which dilutes the
free expression of student opinion
perverts the process of
self-
examination and denies the Univer-
sity an opportunity to learn from its
experience.
It was unfortunate that a very few
students abused the opportunity to
provide anonymous comment on a
teacher's performance by using
vul-
gar language intended to hurt
more
than help. It was also unfortunate
that
the professor then raised the matter
with the class in ways that some stu-
dents deemed threatening. Neither
development was conducive to
the
kind of atmosphere in which free ex-
amination and constructive response
can take place.
I am pleased to note that several
students have apologized to the
professor for their part in the
incident
and that the professor has in
turn
apologized to the class for leaving
a
threatening impression.
Donald N. Baker
Vice-President: Academic
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Gmeindl clarifies headline
DEAR EDITOR:
I appreciate the fact that my letter
to the editor was published in the last
issue of the Cord. However, I do
have some concern about the head-
line which introduced it.
I did indeed "slam Fisher for
breach of confidence", but I am not a
"Seminarian". I am the Lutheran
Chaplain to Wilfrid Laurier Univer-
sity and the University of Waterloo.
I
am not officially connected with the
Seminary, although I have great
respect for and have a good working
relationship with that fineWLU
institution. Both the Seminary and
Lutheran Campus Ministry are sup-
ported by the same umbrella organi-
zation - the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in Canada, but there is no for-
malconnection between us.
The error is an understandable
one. It indicates that I, as Chaplain,
have not yet clearly defined Lutheran
Campus Ministry as distinct from the
Seminary (an oversight I hope is now
being corrected). It also shows that
the Cord could also be better in-
formed as to the nature of the various
groups on the campus (another over-
sight I hope is now being corrected).
I appreciate the Cord and the im-
portant role it plays in the life of the
WLU community. I hope that the
Cord will also appreciate the impor-
tant and distinct role which Lutheran
Campus Ministry, and I as Lutheran
Chaplain, also play in the life of the
WLU community
Thank
you for the time and ener-
gy it takes to put together and publish
the Cord. By the way, appreciated
the letter from"I Am". May the faith
of the Church always have such clear
and loving spokespersons.
Rev. Bob Gmeindl
Lutheran Chaplain
Lutheran Campus Ministry
Of Brat Packs and Puff Pieces
TO THE EDITOR
Just a couple of remarks con-
cerning the Fisher episode:
1) Like Andrew Martin Clarke, I am
a little confused. When he compares
Prof. Jim Fisher to Andrew
McCarthy, doesn't he really mean
Joseph McCarthy, the Wisconsin
senator who conducted a Communist
witch-hunt in the 1950'5? If he is in
fact referring to Andrew McCarthy, I
believe he is being extremely harsh
and unfair. It's one thing to compare
Jim Fisher with Hitler and Stalin
-
after all, what's the systematic
genocide of millions compared to the
implicit threat of retaliation by an
Accounting professor? - but, really,
Andrew McCarthy?
Mr. Clarke, by mentioning Fisher
and Andrew McCarthy in the same
breath (or in your case, in the same
hyperbolic letter), you merely trivial-
ize the crimes perpetuated by third-
rate "Brat Pack" actors in dozens of
films of the 1980's. I believe an apol-
ogy
is in order.
By the way, Joseph McCarthy's
sidekick was Roy Cohn, the buggy-
eyed lawyer and closet homosexual
(not the Canadian poet/songwriter).
Andrew McCarthy's sidekick is prob-
ably Judd Nelson, the droopy-eyed,
talentless actor - who, to the best of
my knowledge, is neither a lawyer
nor a homosexual.
2) I found it curious that The Atrium,
ostensibly a publication devoted to
news and issues of interest to SBE
students and faculty, containednary a
mention of the Fisher incident.
Curious, considering that it occurred
in The Atrium's backyard. Could it
be that the diminutiveOverlord of the
SBE "asked" that no story be run? Or
did the acting editors decide that we
need puff pieces - sorry, profiles - on
SBE faculty and students more than
we need hard news? I can hear them
marching in the streets, Biz Boys and
Biz Girls chanting "We want Bruce!
We want Bruce!"
Mike Shirley
4th Year Business
Stark Raving
By Chris Starkey
Students in Support of WLUFA, I salute you.
WLUSU refuses/refused to take any stand on the
ongoing negotiations, so there was no real "official"
student stand on the whole issue. You have filled a
gap that has been lacking so far, and for that you
should be commended.
Quite frankly, though, you're scaring the hell
out of me.
Your manifesto states that you are sending a
message to the administration that you will not be
apathetic or bullied into spineless neutrality. By
signing your petition, students are: 1) supporting
the faculty's aims; 2) supporting the faculty's
means in getting their aims; and 3) blaming the ad-
ministration if a strike occurs.
But have you considered what else your actions
are saying to the administration? If I was John
Weir, I would be relieved to know that the students
support a strike. Even if he isn't, he should be more
afraid of students than the faculty. By supporting a
strike, you are saying: "I'm willing to sacrifice my
education for the support of my professors".
Picture this scenario. Weir and the boys (know-
ing the students won't be pressuring the profs) can
hold out until September. Come April 30th, they
know a strike only inconveniences a few hundred
co-op students. The faculty's leverage of students is
10% of what it was before, and the walkout con-
tinues until August, when the impending return of
5000 students forces the two sides to kiss and make
up.
The Students in Support of WLUFA have been
organized on kind of an ad hoc basis. Students sign-
ing the petition have talked to either the persons at
the booth, or have been privy to a class discussion
in which their professor handed them the all-too-
familiar "the last thing we want is a strike" line.
The SSWLUFA is using WLUFA data, handing out
WLUFA buttons and receiving encouragement
from passing WLUFA members. They are not an
informational group.
The danger of the students' group is that the
fountain of misinformation flowing through the
halls of WLU is gaining force. I sat in the Peters
undergrad lounge Monday evening and was
shocked at what some Ist year students didn't
know. One thought the profs were holding a strike
vote Monday night, another said they would be
going out just after Reading Week, another cor-
rected that comment with: "No, they can't go out
until March Ist" and another said that they can't
strike until the summer. By taking a side and using
that side's information, the SSWLUFA have only
compounded an already confusing situation and
spread unnecessary fear and apprehension among
the student body.
I think I am the only student who has attended a
WLUFA meeting so far this year. I think I have a
pretty good idea of what's going on. There are
profs who would have walked out in September,
and as many again who would never strike. The
WLUFA Executive seems heavily pro-strike as are
maybe two-thirds of the faculty (if they voted
today). I also think that there's a 40% chance of a
walk-out.
This strike-thing could tear the WLU student
body, or bring it closer together than it has been in
some time, so before you sign that petition, think
about this. Will you still be aboard the S.S.
WLUFA when the picket lines go up or will you be
jumping ship when you find out your educational
career has been scuttled?
the university blues by Kevin Matchstick
Question of the Week
By Mark Pivon
What will you be doing this spring break?
Indulging in my
many vices.
Dave
Ist yr. Crown Royal
Going to Edmonton to
see an Oilers game.
Dawn
Number 11
Monique
2nd yr. Erb's Place
Visit Mickey in Orlando.
Lynne Adams
Ist yr. Paint Brushes Inc.
Wine, Women, Song.
Scott Parks
1st yr. History
Reading our Sports Il-
lustrated Swimwear Issue.
Clandio and Sean
2nd yr. Heterosexual
Studies
Soaking up dee sun
in dee Dominicaan!
Kelly
Ist yr. Holiday Studies
The Cord Weekly
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Enough letters for another alphabet!
Profits before people
TO THE EDITOR:
I'm writing this in reply to Klaus
Kostenbauer's letter to the editor last
week. In his piece Klaus talks about
the "labour market" as being "non-
coercive, objective and fair, since the
market does not, as an impersonal ab-
straction, prefer one side over the
other." Klaus uses this morally
bankrupt classical liberal rhetoric in
order to justify and support the uni-
versity's abysmal treatment of our
faculty, and thus indirectly the stu-
dents.
Adam Smith is alive and well in
the idealistic mind of Klaus, but also
in our reactionary administration.
This survival of the fittest macho
stance reflects the "bottom line"
values so prevalent in the upper
echelon elite of this country. In this
"objective and fair" fantasy world it
is o.k. for children to depend on food
banks, it is acceptable for the poor to
wander in the winter homeless, and it
is "fair" that the original people of
this country, the natives, are treated
like second-class citizens. In this
Utopia, which Klaus speaks of, things
like principles and justice are ir-
relevant; taking second place behind
that entrepreneurial wasteland known
as "supply and demand".
Klaus, the bottom line here is
people, not the market which you
seem to think of so highly. Things
like hiring equity and class size, not
just wage parity, are at stake. It only
stands to reason, that an institution
that worships and judges "ex-
cellence" by the size of its monetary
surplus should put its money where
its mouth is and pay the faculty ac-
cordingly.
It is hypocrisy to talk of "higher
education" while our university
reflects an attitude towards labour
(don't forget our cafeteria staff)
which is closer to the 1950's than the
90's. Only now are we getting a
grievance procedure in order to ad-
dress sexual harassment in the work-
place. This is unacceptable for a uni-
versity, but expected when profits are
put before people.
I'm saddened by the thought that
the majority of students at Laurier
think like Klaus. Please that the so-
cial philosophy Klaus espouses
makes injustice and pain not only ac-
ceptable but necessary. I only hope
that Klaus Kostenbauer doesn't have
to one day experience, first hand, the
stomach numbing hunger which his
"philosophy" seems to glorify.
Sam Kuhn
Hons. Archaeology and History
Burke helps woman
TO THE EDITOR:
I am responding to the com-
mentary on Gender Issues by
Anthony Burke (page 13, Feb. 7/90).
I thank you for offering your side of
"the story", as I havebeen suspecting
that views such as yours do indeed
exist amongst some of the men in our
society. I felt particularly affected by
your comments because, like you, I
have also been involved in an abusive
relationship. But, as a child I was also
repeatedly sexually molested and,
contrary to the statistics, it was al-
ways by strangers. But, unlike you, I
am a woman and a feminist, as well.
Feminism, in its original sense, advo-
cates equality between men and
women. I have always taken this to
mean that you and I are equal, albeit
different. I am not a man hater, al-
though there was a time when I really
thought I was. It is easy to get caught
up in a "mob-mentality" and
band to-
gether in a group and condemn
others. There is always security in a
group. But I think that in all of the
horror, we cannot afford to take sides
and point fingers at each other.
It has been predominantly the
men in my life that have helped me
deal with my pain. Most of my best
friends are male. I would never
dreamof excluding them just because
there are some men out there who
feel they are superior to women. It is
terribly unfortunate that a few people
should spoil it for the rest of the
group.
I have been sitting back and
watching, listening to what is coming
out of some of these issues that have
touched us lately. I am saddened that,
instead of reaching out to each other
and holding each other, we continue
to polarize ourselves and speak in
terms of "us and them". Men and
women can live and love together.
Let's stop yelling at each other and
listen to what each side has to say.
Let's work with each other, not
against each other. There is so much
to be gained, here.
Thank you, Anthony Burke, for
telling us women your views and
concerns. You've pointed out what I
have seen sensing for a while: that
support for women often rejects the
needs of men. I hope that one day
you will find the solace you need in
this world.
Name withheld by request.
Profs ripped off
TO THE EDITOR:
While listening to the Student
Union Presidential candidates I was
disturbed to hear their initial
responses to
the student posed ques-
tion, "Who would you support in a
faculty strike, the professors or the
administration?" One presidential
hopeful rode the political fence by
saying she would be on the side of he
students, while another said he was
actually looking into back-to-work
legislation. Are these people reflect-
ing the sentiments of the Laurier stu-
dent population? I sure hope not.
Once pressed to answer the question
specifically, all candidates seemed to
support the professors in their strug-
gle. If the potential presidents at
Laurier are indecisive as who to sup-
port ultimately, then the future of ex-
cellence at Laurier is questionable.
As a graduating student I hope a
strike will be averted. However, stu-
dents need to consider the implica-
tions of our professors continuing to
earn sub-standard salaries. Laurier,
now one of the most difficult schools
to gain admission to, was once last-
chance U. The school's credibility
can easily be tainted unless the ad-
ministration pays the professors what
they deserve, as we continue to lose
and
may not gain top quality academ-
ics. What good is a surplus fund for
campus expansion if there will be a
lack of good professors to fill the
buildings with?
Now is the time to recognize the
academic rip off professors and in
turn, student are receiving at this in-
stitution. We need to show support of
our professors ensuring the future of
a high quality of education at W.L.U.
Darlene Hicks
Canada in trouble
TO THE EDITOR
It is heartening indeed to see
people in Eastern Europe, in Central
America and in South Africa standing
up for their rights but the spineless
behavior of some Laurier students
cannot but help give one the impres-
sion that we shall never see Cana-
dians standing up for their rights in a
similar manner. If those students in
Jim Fisher's class are really supposed
to be Canada's "future corporate
leaders" then Canada is indeed in a
lot of trouble.
Michael Wood
Grad chastises "E"
TO THE EDITOR
Upon reading the February 1,
1990, issue of the Cord Weekly, I
was both shocked and dismayed to
learn of the recent incident regarding
professor evaluations.
As a graduate of the School of
Business and Economics, (BBA,
1986) I am aware that it is a training
ground for professionals. In a profes-
sional setting, any employee who
completed an evaluation using
profanity and personal comments
would be immediately reprimanded
for unprofessional conduct. The
evaluation itselfwould be discarded.
In this context, the professor's
conduct was merely a reaction. The
real problem is the irresponsible man-
ner in which the students of Core E
chose to convey their dissatisfaction
with a professor. There are many
valid avenues open to students who
have a complaint, and the proper use
of the evaluation system is one of
them. By their abuse of that system,
the students in question have
tarnished the whole
process for other
students.
Profanity and personal comments
are examples of the type behavior
that one wouldexpect to see in a chil-
dren ' s playground, not from
responsible young adults in a univer-
sity. If the evaluation is treated with
respect, students should never worry
about their handwriting being recog-
nized.
The students who have acted in
this unprofessional manner have
diminished the reputation of all stu-
dents, past and present.
Sylvie Gibson
Defending reduction
EDITOR, THE CORD:
In response to Barry Gervin's
response to my letter regarding
reduction of flyers on campus (re.
The Cord Jan. 25, Feb. 1) I would
like to clarify a numberof points.
First, while I do recognize the
importance of generating respectable
turnouts for guest lecturers, and the
undoubted striking effect (from a
marketing perspective) of repetitive
poster strategies, I believe there are
alternatives to such techniques. Here
is one possible - yet only partial,
since the issue of waste reduction is
not being addressed -- solution:
coloured markers may be used on
white
paper to ensure recognition. In
this manner, the notices would then
be suitable for recycling in Laurier's
(imminent) fine-paper recycling pro-
gram.
Second, Mr. Gervin presented a
valid point; i.e. whether the Cord
should be encouraged to reduce its
size. There are probably areas of the
Cord which could be eliminated
without compromising quality (I
myself would not be devastated at the
loss of the Bill Needle column -- but
that is another issue). For now, how-
ever, the space used for my original
letter and both used to print the
cartoons which were left out due to
the extended editorial section (or,
worse still, to extend the length of the
Bill Needle column). No great loss.
Third, I am concerned that Mr.
Gervin mistook the intention of my
original letter. It is not merely
Tamiae which should practice waste
reduction. The print-shop's needless
packaging of its material in plastic
wrap, topped with an aesthetically-
pleasing coloured sheet of paper, the
replacement of stainless-steel with
plastic cutlery, wasted computer
paper (which, despite the sign en-
couraging students to neatly place
their outputs in a specific box for
recycling, is continually disposed of
in the garbage bins), not to mention
the election campaign posters on
campus are all (among countless
others) related issues.
Finally, the point which I find
perhaps most distressing in Mr. Ger-
vin's reply is his contention that
one's time should not be wasted on
such issues. If we remain silent on
such 'trivial' matters they might
never be addressed and constructive
change might never be achieved. Fur-
thermore, when do we decidethat an
issue is worthy of our time and ef-
fort? We
may disagree, and others
with us. However, I believe there is
merit in expressing our concerns
given that change begins with such
discourse.
Debra Sheehan
Sorry music types!
TO THE EDITOR:
WLUSU would like to formally
apologize to the Faculty of Music for
the improper notification to the music
students about the election. Un-
fortunately this has been done in the
past and it is good that the students
have brought this to our attention.
WLUSU is a representative of all the
students here at Laurier. We
apologize for our oversight and we
are currently looking into solutions to
ensure that this will not happen again.
We are glad that the music students
spoke up for their rights.
The WLUSU Election Council
LIFE IN HELL By MattGroening
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~ Y o u  k n o w  y o u ' r e  t h e  o n l y  . , r . . . , .  
A n d r e a :  
H o p e  t h i s  i s  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  
o f  s o m e t h i n g  s p e c i a l .  H a p p y  
V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y .  T  A .  
B  
B a b s &  T a b s :  
. z .  0 : :  
, .  
-~ 
4 l i  C a r e b e a r  &  J a c k :  
•  
: . < :  
~ 
. -
X  
. .  
S o  t h i s  i s  i t .  R e a l i t y  b e g i n s .  
C o n g r a t s  o n  t h e  K a l a s h i p  
T a b s .  K e e p  t h e  k i n g s h i p  
b a b s .  O u r  f u t u r e  i s  i t a l a l .  
R u b s .  
B A R R A C U D A ' S :  
T h a n x  f o r  a n  e n j o y a b l e  s e a -
s o n .  H a p p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  
D a y .  A l l  t h e  b e s t .  L u v ,  D o n ,  
T o d d ,  D a v e ,  L u c .  
B u f f :  
H a p p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y  
M  L e t ' s  n o t  l o o k  b a c k ,  l e t ' s  
. Y - l o o k  a h e a d  t o  o u r  f u t u r e .  
1 r  W e ' r e  s o r r y .  H a p p y  
~ V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y !  L o v e  
f o r e v e r ,  Y o u r  B r o s .  
~ C e c i l e  &  M o n a :  
~ H a p p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y !  
. _ .  H a v e  a  g r e a t  r e a d i n g  w e e k .  
L u v ,  K a r e n  # 2  a n d  
1 l  A n o u s h k a  .  
T  C A R O L Y N :  
. , . - . . . . _ - . , .  I  h o p e  y o u  g e t  t h i s  i n  t i m e  .  
f r o m  t h e  G o l d e n  W o r d s .  I t ' s  M  
m e  s i l l y ,  y o u r  m u s i c a l  Y -
H a p p y  2 n d .  T h a n k s  f o r  t h e  
g o o d  t i m e s  I  h a v e  h a d  w i t h  
y o u .  L o v e  E W  A .  
~ G A E L .  I  l o v e  y o u .  F o r e v e r  ~ 
•  y o u r s ,  B o o .  ~ C H R I S :  
B A G O  B U D D I E S :  M  " T h i s  t i m e ,  w~ g o  s o  ?l~nd. 
! ' - H  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y !  . Y - L o v e r s  e n t w z n e d ,  d L v z n e ,  
1 r  O~~p~ore d a y  a n d  i t ' s  " J o y  1 r  L o v e  i s  dang~r, l o v e  i s  
•  a n d  p a i n  ( f r o m  a  1 0  d a y  ~ p l e a s u r e .  Lo~~ L S  p u r e  - t h e  
h a n g o v e r ) .  S U N S H I N E  •  n o  o n l y  t r e a s u r e  F . G . T . M .  
- . , . .  -
~ r a m .  y _  C o n r a d  B l :  
T  B u b b a l u m p :  ~ I f  J e r i l e e  w o n ' t  b e  m y  
~ T h e  w o r l d ' s  w o r s t  k e p t  . _ .  V a l e n t i n e  t h e n  m a y b e  y o u  
s e c r e t  i s  t h a t  I  l o v e  y o u .  T h e  w i l l  b e .  
- P a i n t e r G u y .  M  
~ ~ C i n d y H :  
X  B u b b l e :  . X :  I ' v e  b e e n  w a t c h i n g  y o u  a n d  
. .  L o v e ' s  2  wee~ 2  D - f i n e  e y e  -- I  l i k e  w h a t  I  s e e .  I  d t d n ' t  
t r u l y  a d o r e  U .  Y o u r  P u r p l e  M  k n o w  a n  a r c h a e o l o g i s t  c o u l d  
•  P u m p k i n .  Y - l o o k  s o  g o o d !  C a l l  m e  o n  
~ . . . . , , . . .  
~ c  X  t h e  f o u r t e e n t h  a n d  w e  c a n  
. _ .  ~ l e t  C u p i d  w o r k  h i s  m a g i c .  
=  Y o u r  S e c r e t  A d m i r e r  .  
J r .  C G :  ~ C  · h ·  
~ T h e  j o y  y o u  b r i n g  i s  w o r t h  ~ ? a c  ·  
~:.... e v e r y  t e a r .  L o o k i n g  f o r w a r d  ~ I t s  g r e a t  t o  b e  o f f  t h e  b e n c h  
~ t o  o u r  " r e t r e a t " .  L o v e  M .  a n d  b a c k  o n  t h e  t e a m .  I  
. : : :  . . . . . . .  
, .  
•  
: . < :  
~ 
s  
: l C  
-.~ . . .  - . .  
·  - h o p e  t h a t  I ' l l  g e t  p l e n t y  o f  
Y - C A R I B O U :  ~ g a m e  t i m e  i n  1 9 9 0  a n d  I ' m  ~ . . . . .  , . . .  
1 r  T o  m y  " m o s t  w o n d e r f u l "  e x ,  ~ I o o k m g  t o r w a r d  t o  m a n y  : : _ , c  
~ H a p p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y !  A l l  •  l o n g  practi~es. I : l l  b e  Y . o u r  ~ 
•  i n  a l l  t h e  l a u g h s  h a v e  f a r  s t a r  p l a y e r  . i f  y o u  l l  b e  m m e .  
M  o u t n u m b e r e d  t h e  f i g h t s .  ! ' - S e e  y o u  I ?  t h e  s h o w e r s .  -
~ Y o u ' r e  a  g r e a t  f r i e n d .  L o v e  ~~ L o v e  y o u r  h t t l e  M o n k e y .  ; ! ! , .  
~ ' D ,  -~- ~ 
-.~.~ a  ·  A  C l i n t o n :  . _ .  
j l 5  C h r i s :  . .  T h a n k s  f o r  s u p p e r .  
- H e r e ' s  t o  u s  o n  V a l e n t i n e ' s  ~ I G U A N A  g e t  y o u  b a c k  ~ 
; I f ; .  D a y .  L e t ' s  h a v e  a  g r e a t  t i m e  -..:~ s o m e t i m e !  L o v e ,  y o u r  l i t t l e  ~,.... 
.,~,~ i n  F l o r i d a  a n d  M e x i c o .  W i t h  ..,;,~ k i t c h e n - a i d .  i  
l i  a l l  m y  l o v e .  H e a t h e r .  ~ C H A R L E S :  
:~e: f i v e  ~omen w h o  e v e r  r e a l l y  i i i  
*  m e a n t  a n y t h i n g  t o  m e .  M  
•  H a p p . y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  Day~ 
M  f r o m  a  S e x  C r a z e d  K i l l e r .  ~ 
M  C r a i g :  I J !  H a p p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y  Y -
B 3  C o n r a d :  ~ I ' m  l o v i n g  y o u  m o r e  t h a n  T  Y o u  m a k e  m e  c r i n g e  every~ 
T h a n k s  f o r  a l l  t h e  h a p p i n e s s  i  e v e r  o n  t h i s ,  o u r  s e c o n d  . _ .  t i m e  y o u  p l a y  b a s k e t b a l l ! !  ~ 
~ ~ 
: x :  A n d r e a :  -
~ H a p p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y  t o M  
•  o n e  o f .  t h e  b e s t ! ! ! !  H a v e  a~ 
~ r e l a x i n g  r e a d i n g  w e e k  a n d  ~ 
~ t a k e  c a r e  o f  y o u r s e l f ! !  i  L o v e  ~ 
t . l . a . \ . 1  B 2  ·  
y o u ' v e  b r o u g h t  i n t o  m y  l i f e  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y  t o g e t h e r .  W h y  d o n ' t  y o u  d u m p  y o u r  
t h i s  y e a r .  Y o u ' v e  a l l  b e e n  s o  M  I ' m  g o i n g  t o  m i s s  y o u  n e x t  - " b o y f r i e n d "  a n d  g o  o u t  w i t h  M  
g r e a t !  I  h o p e  y o u r  ~ w e e k ,  b u t  h a v e  f u n .  L o v e  ~ a  g r e a t  m a n ! ! !  ~ 
V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y  b r i n g s  y o u  ! > ( :  N a t .  ~....... .  ~ 
a s  m u c h  h a p p i n e s s  a s  y o u  ·~ ~ C a r o l y n  M a n e :  :.t~ 
a l l  h a v e  b r o u g h t  m e  C J $  C a r o l :  - T h e  l a s t  f e w  w e e k s  h a v e  
D e a r  S e x y  L a d y :  
' ' A R N O L D " :  ~_... 
( M o t h e r  o f  t h e  b r i d e )  S J . .  
~ T h a n k s  f o r  t h e  c o s m k  e x p e -
t h r o u g h o u t  t h e  y e a r .  L o v e ,  M  H e r e ' s  hopin~ V a l e n t i n e ' s  Y - b e e n ,  s p e c i a l . .  H e r e ' s  t o  ! f  
T a m m y  &  C u r l y  M o o  M o o  ~ D~y rank.~ n g h t  ~p t h e r e  . . . . , , . . .  m a n )  ' ! l o r e .  W i l l  y o u  b e  m y  ~ .  
W i t h  c a m p m g  &  f i i ' e \ \ O r k s .  ..-li~ V a l e n t m e ?  S V A .  .,;,~ D r e .  .  ,  
W h e r e  h a v e  y o u  b e e n ?  
A r e n ' t  y o u  e v e r  g o i n g  t o  
c a l l  m e ?  H a p p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  
D a y !  F r a i n  " S n o w f l a k e " .  
x o x o .  
.,;~ r i e n c e ,  g l a d  y o u  l i k e d  t h e  
B a r n - Y a r < ! . - A r n :  ~ ·  •  B r a !  K e e p  " B u s t ' n  
L o v e  R i c h .  r i  D  ~ H a p p y  V a l e n t m e  s  
Y o u  m a k e  t h i s  p 1 g g y  s q u e a l  M  C E M :  ~ M  m o v e " .  L o v e N o u s h .  
·  l i n g e r i e .  L o v e  y o u  l o t s !  
w i t h  d e l i g h t  a n d  t h i s  p i g p e n  ~ Rem~mbcr t h e  c o o l  c , e r - ~ ~ .  
" " , . . , . . . . .  
) :  
i  
~I 
! ) ( :  
~ 
!  
. v -
S A S ( y o u r  h o n e y  . .  
A n o u s h k a :  
H a i ) J ; Y  V a l e n t m c · s  D J y !  
':'hank~ f o r  a ! ' "  a y &  b e i n g  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
t h e r e .  T a k e  c a r e  a n d  h a v e  a  ~ 
w n n d e r f u l  t i m e  i n  M o n t r e a l . . , . . . . _ " -
w i t h  H a r r y - H a r o l d -
T w i n k l e t o e s - F r e d .  H a \ e  a  
v e r y  r e l a x i n g  r e a d i n g  week~ . . .  , . . .  
a n d  I ' l l  s e e  y o u  w h e n  w e  g e t  . . . . .  ~ 
b a c k .  K a r e n .  
~ l i t t l e  l e s s  s h i t t y !  T h e  ~ v e t a ' s  a n d  o u r  h o t  s w e a t y  -.~.~ D e a r  L . C . :  ~ D e m s e  W :  
· w e e n "  Y  O n e .  ~ b o d i 0 ' i ? l  I ' m  w c i • t i n g  L o v e  . , .  H a p p )  V a k n t i n e ' s  : M u s h ! ! t  *  A s  m y  # 1  S T R A . " " " ' D Y  y o u  
- e t c  J o l m n \ .  M  H a p p y  A n m v e r s a r y ! !  L e t ' s  R  c r a v e  m o r e  t h a n  c a n d y ,  s o  
n r u c e  # 4 :  ~ - - - - - - ~ -~ y _  f e e d  d u c k s !  Y o G  t h i n k  S l ! ,  g e t _ p u t  o f  t h e  R u t t  f o r g e t  t h e  
H o p , •  y o u ' l i  s t i < . k  < i l ' O u n d  ~ . . . .  C o n a n :  ~ M . B . A .  a n d  I ' l l  d r e a m  c r e d i t  ~ b e e r  &  b u t t ,  i t ' s  n o  l o n g e r  
a n d  ~;ee w h . 1 t  c o m e s  n e x t !  a - T h e  c l a s s i e \ i t  m a n  ~ k n o ' "  ·  ~ c a r d : s !  L o v e  a l w a y s ,  K . B .  4 1 5 '  f D n n y ,  b e  t h a t  p u c k  b u n n y !  
A f t e r  C h i - C h i ' s ,  G k r s ,  t h e  A l l  I  n e e . d  i c ;  y o u  a n d  a  H e r - ~ .  2  m o n t h s  a n d  c c u n t i n g .  C B .  
T u r r e t  a n d  D i r t y  D a n e - M  s h e y ' s  C h o c o l a t e  b a r ! '  B~ M  D e a r  S i l l y  G o o s t e r :  M  
i n g  . . .  w h o  k n o w s !  Please~ m m e  f o r e v e r  a n d  e v e r !  T i  ~ H A P P Y  A N N I V E R S A R Y  ~ 
s t a y ! ? !  A n n a .  ..-li~ A r . 1 o  R o .  . , r . , _ .  S W E E T Y .  H a r d  t o  b e l i e v e  ..-li~ 
~ i f 5  y o u  c o u l d  p u t  u p  w i t h  m e  i i i  
Bo~ba: C a r o l  L :  f o r  a  w h o l e  ' y e a r .  Y o u  a r e  
~ou r e  s a f e .  T h e r e  a r e .  N ?  ~ H a p p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y .  Y - t h e  s w e e t e s t  o f  a l l .  I  L O V E  ~ 
f i r e w o r k s  o n  V a l e n t m e  s  . . . . . _ , . . . .  M a y b e  s o m e  d a y  y o u  w i l l  . . . . , , . . .  Y O U ,  T h e  G o o f .  . . . . . _ , . . . .  
D a y ,  a t  l~st n o t  o f  t h e  o u t - ~ g i v e  m e  t h e  t i m e  o f  d a y  .  ..-li~ .,.;,~ 
d o ? r  v a n e t y .  T h a . n k s  f o r  i i i  Y o u r  b o d y  i s  s o  b e a u t i f u l  ~ D e a r  S w e e t c h e e k s :  ~ 
- b e m g  t h e  b e s t  t h m g  t h a t  - a n d  s o m e  d a y  I  w o u l d  l i k e  M  Y o u ' r e  a s  t a s t y  a s  e v e r !  -
~ e v e r  h a p p e n e d  t o  m e .  L u v ,  y _  t o  s e e  i t  . . .  b a r e ! ! !  . Y - " T h e  I n n o c e n t  O n e "  Y -
~Carol. ~ ~ ~ 
·~4,.,i~~4.jx~C lfK~~~~4~~~4.jx~C lfK~Ii~~4,.j~~Cil+~ 
DATES: 
You don't have to show me 
your nuts. I know you are! 
Happy Valentine's Day. 
Love your woman. xoxo. 
Dear Daddy 0: 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
From your little girl. 
Davey Boo Crockett: 
Happy Valentine's Day 
Babe. I love you even if you 
forgot again! Hope we share 
a million more. Love Ta. 
Dawn: 
Try to have a relaxing ~d­
ing week but like Julie 'lt•ll 
be impossible rigq~ (just 
kidding). Happy v~entine's 
Day. Luv, Kare~ #2 and 
Anoushka. , 
~=:YHUMPERtf\fat:r­
Thanks for all Jh\)aughs. 
Looking forwl!f'd tt},.man·y 
more 'bonding~ sessions! 
Happy V.D. Love, Ex-
Room-Monitor. 
E 
,._.., . ---------
• ~~~ 
"Grosso Pezzo": 
I love you and want you to 
be my Valentine 
FOREVER. Happy 
Valentine's Day. Your 
Passi-flora. PS-Please say A ~ yes. 
...;:~H i H.S. I! I'm looking forward to this T weekend, I hope you are ir too. Please be my Valentine. 
A.B. 
Jl Huffy, Scarface, Woodsy 
~ and fellow wrestlers: 
• It was fun rolling in the 
snow with you, but it's not 
over yet!! Luv the Snow 
"butty". 
Happy Valentine's Day to 
the woman whose scent 
keeps me youthful and wet. 
HUNKY: 
Hungis, Shumgis; Hug, 
.N 
• ~!~(: 
~ 
HARRY 
I LOVE YOU !!! 
ANOUSHKA 
~ _H_a_w_k_: __________ __ 
X Sorry about your beak the ~ 
.. other day. Don't worry, I 
have revolving door insur-
-. ance. Happy Valentine's 
~ Day! 
~ 
- Huffy: 
- What a bod! Did I ever tell ~ you how much I have 
.Z,. longed for you? You still 
~ have 3 months. Love Nancy 
B. ~ HELEN & CARLO 
~ We hope you two have a ~ 
- great Valentine's Day to-
gether. We're looking for-
,, 
a 
to this weekend 
~· Ian: 
~ You're the only person who ~ really understands me. Will 
you be my Valentine 
M anyway? Love Kath. ~ i I'm holding on to every 
word you say and as you 
,._.., 
• ~!~(: 
~ 
Jen: 
Welcome to Southern 
Ontario "Frenchie". Have a 
very Happy Valentine's 
Day. Dave. 
- Jason Howard: !I! I've been watching you! (I T think you noticed at the Tur-
~ ret) Let's do it again ... soon! 
Love your secret admirer. 
-JM: ~ Miss you-Never bump into ir you anymore!! When do I 
get my slow dance? From 
• Someone· who is out-of-~ ~ touch. 
.....:~ ~ Janet: 
• Thanks for the talk! An Old 
Friend. 
Jerilee: 
For a piece of "''"'"'"·" .. "' 
cake, Will you be my 
Valentine? Shostakovich. 
~K 
-1- -------------
- Karen: ~ Happy Valentine's Day to 
...._14 the girl of my dreams. Let's 
~ meet for dessert. It's straw-li berries and cream!! Love 
Ill R_o_b_. ______________ _ 
Evan: "The Marathon ---.:,.... Chug, Fug! Vern, _Yemet, 
M "· ~' Vernetsky. Hungts Fug 
I ~:ok my vitaniins and I 1i Vern! What does. it all 
still couldn't keep up. You ~ea!l?? 22, 12 and lts com-
• speak, I build a treasure of 
;!'!. memories of you and I al-
~ ways. Happy Valentine's a Day Papa Smurf!!! With 
love, Allison. 
;!'!. Karen: 
~ Please cum home! Kevin. 
illi KRISTIN: 
got it up and kept it up. ~ mg m the sun. Bunky. Jl!. I am more than enough man i for the Manic and depres- ~ "I don't know why I love T you like I do I just do." • * Vancouver or Bust- , Dug. :lc: · * Hi Sweetie: Happy Valentines, so where 
"' ar~ we going to secretly F M KarenR: •M 
Fran k (aka M ~ meet i;n the Dominican eh? 
Roosevelt): r • .,i. Love ya, and always think-
sive in you. Oh Suzie, won't Y- you B my Valentine? 
1rj ~ Happy Valentin~·s pay. ~~ Hugs & Kisses. ~~ove 
Keep your hands, eyes and ii ing of yop, Friends & 
the rest of your quivering Lovers.,xo10 ~ ------------- 4li Andrew. 
anatomy off my woman. ·=--~++-.,--......,.. .,---
Thanks, Shannon's friend. ...._!"". ·· ¢;, 
.. JJW: 
~ New place to live, eh? Big 
t.~,~ room, lots-o-space. Proba-
~ bly needs to be broken in. 
: Just let me know when. -
y_ Mr.Eco. 
~ Kelly: , A wonderful word has be~ ~ 
come .. a p.art o f > tny 'A' 
vocabulary. "US ". Keep Frog Feet: 
You really are a nice person 
even though you are a bit 
too critical at times! Yours 
truly, RB. 
G 
Griggs: 
It was fun while it lasted. 
Friends, OK? Happy 
Valentine's Day! Ang. 
Gotcba Macbazel, My 
Sweetie: 
Much Mush and Kisses 
From T.O., Love Moo Moo. 
GREGOIRE: 
Surprise!!! You're a crazy 
nut, but I think I like you. 
I'd say something more but 
Angel would ground us. 
Love, Shannonika. 
GMMaC: 
Happy Valentine's Day to 
my main squeeze! Be nice 
and you'll get your favourite 
supper! (Maybe) Love you 
FOREVER, Kitty Kat. 
Gentlemen of EX: 
i ~~o;;e~t~i~!td~~~ar~~~ 
- one else could put up with 
~ our sensitive feelings. Love 
~ ya sweetie now and forever 
• Bran Muffin. 
M "Helen-Kelly": 
~ 
~ ~ 
~ Although it's said that love 
~..... is blind, I still want you for 
~ my valentine. Far apart but 
- cl?se at heart! Love always 
~ Rtck. ...;:~ 
:lc: :lc: ~ HAPPY VALENTINE'S ~ 
DAYB2: I! You guys are the best! Love I! T your Donly Don, Andrea. T 
~ ~ 
- Honey Bunny: -
• Looking forward to spend- -
~ ing time with you. Happy ~ 
~ ..... Valentine's Day. Musha ~ ..... 
~ Musha. ~ 
Y- Hubba & Bubba: "-~ Happy Valentine's Day to ~ 
~ two girls I just can't get J' 
- enough of. Love Cocoa. · ~ PS-Hope you like the flow- J! 
...._14 ers. ...;:~ X :lc: ~ ~ W Happy V.D. Day DAWN! -
- Let's not be valentines with -
;!'!. the lesbian, cheez whiz and ~ 
Jayson: 
It's Valentine's Day, do 
what you love! Maybe 
X ~ 
you'll find it in a bubble; .-..:~ 
Future buddy, I'll love you >: 
forever!! Love Janice;,_ A ~ 
Julie: "' !I 
Jlappy Valentine's Day to T 
the woman with all the men! ~ 
Have a great reading week 
and relax!!! (although it'll -
be hard, right?). Love Karen ~ 
smiling, only two more days -
till Florida!! Love, Scott. ~ 
....,. 
Ken: ~ 
I want you as bad as you 4fi 
want me. Come park your M 
load in my garage. The Girl ~ 
From Marty's. . ~ ..... 
Karen#l: ~ 
Happy Valentine's Day! ~ 
Our names may not be Todd T 
but we still care about ~ 
you!!! Have a great reading 
week!!! Take Care. Luv, -
Karen #2 and Anoushka. ~ 
#2 and Anoushka. i ---------
Karl: 
Jennifer: - Merry Christmas and Happy 
You must be the one for me, .._ Valentine's Day! I'll say it 
I mean, how many other -~ _ all at once. Where have you 
girls have my name tattooed T been all my life? Same 
=-: 
ir 
-
~ 
on their butt. Love Chris. - number 747-4267. CC. • Janet: 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Take good care of yourself 
during reading week and en-
joy it!!!! Luv, Karen #2 and 
Anoushka. 
~ ~ 
~ 
~ 
X ~ 
Jason K of Bus. 121, 155 -
KG: ' ~
You are such a Valentine~ 
slut. Beats the hell out of & 
being a taxi or restaurant = 
table slut. SV A .z 
T 
Karen#3: ~ 
I think you best be slowing 
down on the Pepsi -
woman ! ! ! HapP-Y ? 
KAREN: 
HAPPY VALENTINE'S 
DAY!!!!!! THANKS FOR 
ALL YOUR HELP ..... THIS 
WEEK AND EVERY 
WEEK. HAVE A SUPER 
DAY AND HAVE A 
GREAT READING WEEK. 
LUV, ANOUSHKA. 
L 
Lila: 
We hope you have a 
wonderful Valentine's 
Day!!! 
Luv, B2 Conrad. 
Love Muffin: 
~ miss you. Try for 3!!! 
IrCb-. 
p xoxo. 
ier female 
Schreiber 
t of romance 
y;ou be my 
"' 
Laura of Bouckaert 3: 
May all your chocolates be 
decadent (with Skippy 
Smooth) . afl:'d may all your 
valentines nave no animals 
on their chests. Love the 
feisty woman from heck!!!!! 
Laura Rose: 
I call, but you're never 
holJle. Dinner and dancing 
in Puerto Plata? You're 
beautiful and I need you. 
SA. 
Leeee Fag: 
Happy Valentine's Day! Get 
the skier fag out of your life 
and get a real man!!! Luv, 
Kathleen. 
Leslie: 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
From a not so sly Dog. 
LIZA: 
I really really really really 
like you. A double bed 
would be better, though. 
JUST JOKING! Too funny! 
Lori Ann: 
You are very special to me, 
will you be my valentine for 
now and forever? Love 
Stephen L. 
Laura 
Roses are Red 
Violets are Pink 
I love You much 
More than you think 
Sheik 
Hope that you all find that 
someone special, and thanks 
for all the support. Love 
Suki Happy Valentine's 
Day boys. 
i the minister! Hope you will i 
be mine!!?! Irresponsible 
One!!! 
and Math 109: M 
The reason I never skip is ~ 
because you're there! !li: .~.~~ Happy Valentine's Day! Valentine's Day!!! Love / Karen #2 and Anoushka , .~. 
Love??? (and Ozzy). '/ 
Leoniiiii 
You wil 
on the 
contro 
Valent' 
t'aimons 
Lori AJ 
The pre 
Woul 
Valentin 
M 
Mar ad 
Happy 
Hope Y, 
Don't 
reading 
Luv, 
Anou 
Red ros 
slow so 
lelight 
A cup 
stars. 
without 
I do but' 
record, 
Monster. 
Mooch 
I like 
namari 
Pooh. · 
MUFFI 
It is y01 
try? BC 
Myda1 
I really 
be abl( 
Happy 
Keep 1 
Take re 
self!!! 
Karen. 
M.N • 
Happy ' 
Keith. 
~ 
~ink 
;  t i ' i > '  
C
J J ¥ t r -
t  , : . : . , - ; 2 .  _-.£~-~-:' 
:t:·~ . .  -~ . . . .  ~ 
. . . . . ,  
• .  '  •  M i a :  
/ ;  t t . [ f f / J  _  H a v e  a  H a p p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  
/  
·~~::~})?~; 
' · t '  -~ 
' " "  
)(-r~~ » ' ! ' - D a y  a n d  a  g o o d  rea~ing 
ir-:s:~ ~ T  w e e k .  Goo~ l~ck w 1 t h ?  
- ~"'- y  i '  Fro~ y o u r  t w m  s 1 s .  
L e o n i i i i i i a :  
Y o u  w i l d  t h i n g ! !  G o  " e a s y "  
o n  t h e  m e n  t o n i g h t  - l o s e  
c o n t r o l ! ! ! ! ! !  H a p p y  
V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y .  N o u s  
t ' a i m o n s .  R  &  M .  
L o r i  A n n :  
T h e  p r e t t i e s t  g i r l  i n  H I 2 7 0 .  
W o u l d  y o u  b e  m y  
V a l e n t i n e ?  H o p e f u l .  
M  
M r .  R o o $ e v e l t ;  
C a n  T  e a l l r y o u  F J ; a n k ?  Y o u  
c a n  c a l l  m e  S h a n n o n ' s  
b o y f r i e q d  . .  ~ B e a t  ' i t ,  C l o w n .  
T h e  c i : I ' ¢ ' 4 8 .  h a s  l e f t  t o w p .  
A r n o l d S :  
M a r s h a J . t l \ t a n o f :  
M  M  &  M  R o u n d  1 ,  2 ,  a n d  3  
~ w o u l d  h a v e  a l l  b e e n  f i n e  i f  
: l C  y o u  h a d  o n l y  b e e n  m y  
~ V a l e n t i n e  i n  1 9 8 9 .  
-
: . :  
a r  
-
M y  ' B u d  M a n ' :  
L o v i n g  y o u  i s  t l i e  b e s t  p a r t · • ·  
o f  e v e r y  d a y . , . Y o t U : S  f o r e v e r , .  
M i s s  S h o e s ;  
M y  V a l e n t i n e :  
I t  h u r t s  h e r e ,  a n d  h e r e .  I  
d o n ' t  l i k e  c o l d s .  H a p p y  
V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y  S w e e t i e ,  I  
l o v e  y o u .  
M o l l y *; M o b :  
~ M . C .  •  T h e  M a n  w i t h  
b e d r o o m  e y e s :  
. ; : : - . . . .  P U M P Y  
~ I  l o v e  y o u ,  I  l o v e  y o u ,  I  
M  l o v e  y o u ,  I  l o v e  y o u ,  I  l o v e  
~ y o u . . . . . . . . . . .  f o r  a l w a y s  a n d  
M  C a n ' t  s t o p  t h i n k i n g ·  a b o u t  
~ y o u .  L o v e  T h e  T o n g u e .  
~ 
~ f o r e v e r .  Y o u r  b a b y ,  A . B .  
i '  M y  d e a r e s t  a r a c h n i d :  
J u s t  t w o  d a y s  u n t i l  w e ' r e  t o -
! 1  g e t h e r  a g a i n .  H a p p y  
T  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y !  L o v e  a l -
~ w a y s ,  y o u r  l o v a b l e  b i z  
k n o b .  
i '  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
P a u l S :  
M  L a s t  t e r m  w e  h a v e  1 1 1 ,  1 4 0  
~ a n d  1 5 5  t o g e t h e r .  N o w  i t ' s  
~~ 1 2 1 ,  8 : 0 0  b r e a k f a s t  - a n d  
~ m a y b e  e v e n  m o r e  i n  c o m -
. .  m o n .  " I  N O T I C E D " .  
~ 
~ - - - - .  - - ·  , . _ .  
. , . .  R e b e k k i e :  
B e  m y  V a l e n t i n e ?  H a v e .  a  
Y - r e s t f u l  a n d  n o n - h e c t i c  R e a d -
T  i n g W e e k !  
"'~"''"' ¥&u "'"·r,~turn ! o  ~~ 
' l ' o r o n t o  t x m n a n e n l l yz .  w e  1 1  4 i  R o x a n n e :  .  
b f , l v e  ~o h e a d  f o r \  t h e  M  " i  t o  y o u  o r  y o u  t o  1  w e  
f U g b l a n d s  a n d  o n e  t p o r e  . Y - .  m o v e  i n  t h e  e n d l e s s  r e p l y .  i n  
m i d n i g h t  s w i m .  H a J ; > P Y  1 r  t h e  p i n g  p o n g  g a m e  y o u  
V a l e n t i n e s ,  H u f f y .  ,  i '  m a y  l e a v e  b u t  i t  w i l l  r e m a i n  
1 . ,  w h a t  g i f t  m a y  b e  r e m o v e d  
N N :  · ·  - a s  f i r s t  w e  s e r v e  t o  a w a i t  t h e  
M y  f e e l i n g s  h a ' : e  ~n. given~ r e t u r n . "  H a p p y  p i n g  p o n g .  
a  r o l l e r  q o a s t e r  n d e  s m c c  w e  •  : W : .  F r o g f o o t .  
:l~e~~t:U~ ~:~~~; i:• - R - J - :. _ - - - - - -A-: : ;  
. , .  
•  
•  
~ 
~ 
s  
: l C  
~ 
S n u g g l e  b u n n y :  
L o v e  i s  a b o u t  t h e  s i m p l e  
t h i n g s ,  f l o w e r s ,  n o t e s  a n d  
s m i l e s ,  f o r  t h f .  h a p p i n e s s  
a n d  j o y  y o u  b r i n g ,  I  w o u l d  
w a l k  a  t h o u s a n d  m i l e s ,  
h o l d i n g  y o u  w i t h i n  m y  
a r m s ,  c r e a t e s  a  f e e l i n g  
b e y o n d  d e s c r i p t i o n ,  f o r e v e r  
w i l l  I  l o v e  y o u r  c h a r m s ,  i n t o  
o u r  l o v e ' s  f r u i t i o n .  H a p p y  
V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y ,  L o v e  A p -
p l e j u i c e .  
S h a n n o n  o f  C o r e  C :  
M y  n a m e  i s  n o t  T e d  o r  
F r a n k  b u t  I ' m  t h e  r e a l  l i f e  
g u y  w h o  t h i n k s  y o u ' r e  t h e  
w o r l d .  
S C Q R E M A S T E i t :  
r  h o p e  t h a t  \ > n c .e  i s n ' .t  a l l ,  
a n y  t i m e  ,y b u  w a n t  t o ; w o r k  
w i t h  y o u r  t q o l  m y  g a r a g e  i s  
a l w < } y s  o p e n .  ·~L2,ttalove" .  
s t e i e :  .  I '  
P l e a s e  c o m . t f ' w l t l t  ·  r M t o  t h e  
C o t t a g e  • o f '  Excit~ment. 
Y o u r  b u r n i n g  p r e s e n c e  
m a k e s  m y  l o i n s  p u l s a t e - -
l o v e ,  A k b a r .  
S i s t e r s  o r  D e l t a  O m e g a  
P h i :  . . . . . .  " "  ,  .  
T q a n k s  f o r  ~W t h e  s p e c i a l  
t i m 'e s  a t ) d ,  s * p p o r t .  H o p e  
B e e n  l b v i i l ; '  ' U v i n '  w i t h  y a .  
H a p p y  Val~ntines y o u  c r a e y  
k i d s .  Lo~~elly ' K . ' .  
¥ < ? ! ' 1  m a y  b e .  i n n o c e n t  .  o f  
mnr~~:r ( ) n  T h u r s o a y .  b U t  
y o u ' r e  g u i l t y  o f  s t e a i i n g  m y  
h e a r t  l o n g  a g o .  B a b y ! l !  
s u c p d d e d  i n  m a k : i l } g  m e  ! ! ·  I t t n  g l a d  w e ' r e  b ,a c k  o n  
s i p k . .  A n  O l d  F r i e n d  o f  U n ·  T  t r a c k .  L o v e  y o u  a l w a y s .  B : K .  
,  pi~Orfer. *  
~<:,,YOCt..,.Ye ,~Uy s p e c i a l  
M a t t y  a n d  G : b i p :  
W o n ' t  y o u  b e  m y  " o o t i y  
V a l e n t i n e ?  t o v e  t h e ·  D i e t .  
C o k e  f i e n d .  ~ 
M P C :  
R e d  r o s e s ,  p r e c i o u s ,  
s l o w  s o n g s  b y  D e b b i e  
l e l i g h t  d i n n e r s  y e t  t o  
A  c u p  a n d  a  j a r  f u l l  o f  l u c k y  
s t a r s .  W h a t  w o u l d  I  d o  
·  w i t h o u t  y o u ?  A n d  y o u  k n o w  
I  d o  b u t  I ' l l  p u t  i t  i n  p r i n t  t o  
s h o w  n o w ·  a n d  f o r e v e r ,  I  
l o v e  y o u .  H V D ,  L o v e  R u s s .  
M y  S q u i r r e l :  
F l o y d  i s  d o i n g  f i n e  a t  1  y~ 
o l d  t o d a y  a n d  j u s t  f o r  t h e  
r e c o r d ,  I  l o v e  y o u .  S t r e s s  
M o n s t e r .  
M o n  c b e r  H O N E Y B E A R :  
I  l i k e  y o u r  n o s e .  S k i n -
n a m a r i n k ,  Y o u r  l o v i n g  
J > o o h .  · x o  
M y  K i n d e r g a r t e n  
S w e e t h e a r t :  
G l a d  t o  s e e  w e ' v e  r e k i n d l e d  
t h e  o l d  r o m a n c e .  B e  m y  
V a l e n t i n e ?  
M U F F I N  O F  L O V E :  
I t  i s  y o u  I  m i s s  3  f o r  w e  t o  
t r y ?  B C L  
M y  d a r l i n g  A d a m :  
I  r e a l l y  m i s s  y o u !  I  h o p e  I ' l l  
b e  a b l e  t o  s e e  y o u  s o o n .  
H a p p y  V a i e n t i n e ' s  D a y ! ! ! !  
K e e p  u p  t h e  h a r d  w o r k !  
T a k e  r e a l  g o O d  c a r e  o f  y o u r -
s e l f ! ! !  I  m i s s  y o u ! ! !  L u v ,  
K a r e n .  
M . N .  
H a p p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y .  
K e i t h .  - - '  
M o m :  
H a P P Y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y !  I  , . . ,  . . . .  , . .  
J o V ( ; }  y o u . , . . K y ' e p  s m i l i o  ' - ·  ~~ 
~~~~yr~apy~Noush. /  ~ 
O S C A R :  
M i i - e  alins>B1ain4!~ '  Y -
~~~,~~4g~f\1"~ yu.• ·i:·· · ·~ . .  ·  p o s t  1 r  
u  R  t h e  c o o l e s t  g r o o o h  t h e r e  
i s . . .  } )  m y  v a l e n t i n e  
y o q " r e  i n  b i g  
S . A : M .  
~, ., . ......~ 
. .  . .  : ! 1 :  f  
r n e . , . . _ .  J ? J . A P P Y  .,;,~ 
' s  D a x :  L o v e  a n d  ~ 
. ! k i s s e s  RB~. " ' :  ~ ~ 
O u r  .< l e a r e s t  
W o n e s y :  
.,;,~ 
ne~s b a y t  '  a .  
c o u n t i n g .  ~ 
M y  l i t t l e  g i d :  ~ 
I  a m  v e r y  v e r y  v e r y  l u c k y  t o  . . . - . . . . - . . . .  
h a v e  a  g i r l  l i k e  y o u .  T h a n k s  
R o s e s  a r e  r e d ,  v i o l e t s  a r e  
b l u e ,  t h e y  s a y  you~re u p - '  ·  ~ 
t i g h t ,  w h a t  c a n  w e  d o ?  W i t h  . . . - . . , - . . . .  
b r i d l e d  l u s t ,  P  &  P .  
f o r  s t i c k i n g  w i t h  m e .  P S - I  M  
O W E N :  
h a t e  c o l d S .  ~ 
.  ~ 
H e r e ' s  t o  c h e e z i e s ,  s p o n g e s ,  
O K  g o o ,  t h e  l O O O O O t h  m a r k ,  
a n d .  c h e r r y  f l a v o u r i n g .  I  
s o r t a  k i n d a  l i k e  y o u .  L o v e  
K a r e n .  
. . . .  , . .  ! '  
J i ? , . .  
M a r k  M c K n i g h t :  i '  
F o r g e t  a b o u t  t h e  · t w o  i n  . · ·  
W a t e r l o o ,  t h e  f l i n g  , i n  I !  
M o n t r e a l ,  t h e  m a n y  a t  T  
Q u e e n s ,  a n d  ) ' o u r  5  ~·~ 
' ' R o o m i e s " .  Y o u ' r e  m y  o n e  i i ·  
a n d  o n l y  T a u r u s .  S t o p  b e i n g  -
s u c h  a  s t u d  a n d  b e  m y  ~ 
~ R E E K O  ' S T U B D V I  
s  S M E L L Y  B U T I C U S :  
~~ O u r  d e a r e s t  s w i s s  H o n  P o l  
~ S c i  f e m i n i s t .  W e ' l l  n e v e r  
l f .  f o r g e t  y o u r  l i t t l e  b u t t ' s  b i g  
V a l e n t i n e !  ~· - - - - - - - - -
P o o k y :  •  i  S h a n g !  
M i s s  P o o k i t y  S h o o z :  
I  l o v e  y o u  s o  v e r y  m u c h  a n d  
w i s h  t o  s t a y  w i t h  y o u  
f o r e v e r .  S o r r y  f o r  b e i n g  a  
g r u m p  l a t e l y .  L o v e  S e l f i s h  
b u t  J u i c y .  
M a r e :  
T o  o n e  o f  m y  b e s t  f r i e n d s  
a n d  m y  d r y  h u m p  V a l e n t i n e .  
N e v e r  c h a n g e  b a b e .  S V  A .  
. . . . -. . . .  " -
H a p p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y .  
.._.,.~ ~~z. 
0
c~~ ~~:th im:~e 
0
!  •  ·  - S c _ h _ m _·  .- 0 0 - : - . - . - - - . - -
~ l i f e t i m e .  L o v e  T h e o .  I W  ~' S 9 r r y  I  d 1 d n  t  h a v e  t i m e .  t o  
•  
1  
;~A. g e t  t h e  h e a r t  c o v e r e d  u n d 1 e s  
" P  k '  w ·  k i  . • • • ·  .  t h i s  y e a r  . . .  b u t  I  s t i l l  l o v e  
- o o  I e ·  o o  e  •  - y o u ' !  F l u f f  
Y - H a p p y  V a l e n t j n e ' s  D a y . , , I  Y - _ _  · _ _ _  ·  - - - - -
T  l o v e  y o u .  f  i  ~ S h a n n o n i k a :  
~ .  ~ . . . .  /  '...._~ W i t h  h a i r  s o  b l o n d e  a n d  
•  Punkmeeten ~,.., ' ! , . " ' " "  •  e y e s  s o  b l u e  w i t h  h e a r t  s o  
M  O n  M a y  1 2 t h  w e ' l l  w e l c o m e  M  s t r o n g  a n d  s p i r i t  t r u e .  Y o u r  
~ y o u  t o  o u r  f a m i l y .  L o v e ,  ~ t h e  s w e e t e s t  a n d  I  l o v e  
~~ B i l l  &  M a r l e n e .  .,;,~ y o u ! ! !  H a p p y  F i r s t  
i i i  ,  i i i  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y ,  L o v e  
P u d g e :  - G r e g o i r e .  
~ T h a n k s  f o r  t h e  b e s t  t w o  a n d  y _  
~,... a  h a l f  y e a r s  o f  m y  l i f e .  I ' l l  1 x r  S n o o k u m s :  
i  l o v e  y o u  a l w a y s .  W i l l  y o u  r r  D o n ' t  w o r r y ,  I  w o n ' t  h a v e  
b e  m y  V a l e n t i n e ?  B i g  G o o f .  A  t o o  m u c h  f u n  n e x t  w e e k .  
H V T D .  L o v e ,  W a l l y .  
~ 
. z .  
~ 
•  
~ 
~ 
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: . :  
a r  
-
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~ 
•  
~ 
~ 
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: l C  
~ 
-
: . :  
a r  
L O V E  
S h e r i :  
H a j ) p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y !  ( t o  
a~ n o n - a l c o h o l i c ) .  K e e p  u p  
t h e  g o o d  w o r k  o v e r  r e a d i n g  
w e e k .  E n j o y  i t ! ! !  L u v ,  
K a r e n  # 2  a n d  y o u r  r o o m i e  
N o u s h  .  
'  
S K E L E T O R :  
R o s e s  a r e  r e d ,  v i o l e t s  a r e  
b l u e ,  y o u  d r e s s  l i k e  a  s i s s y ,  
a n d  w h i n e  l i k e  o n e  t o o l !  
H E - M A N  .  
S t i c k :  
S o  w h a t ' s  i n  t h a t  m i d d l e  
d r a w e r  o f  y o u r s  a n y w a y ?  
W h a t e v e r  i t  i s ,  I  l o v e  i t .  
K e e p  t h o s e  e r o t i c  t h o u g h t s  
( t h a t  G  &  I  d o n ' t  k n o w  
a b o u t )  c o m i n g !  H a p p y  
V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y ,  d e a r !  
L o v e ,  t h e  o n l y  g u y  t h a t  e v e r  
t a m e d  . . .  
S w e e t y :  
H a p p y  V a l e n t i n e ' s  D a y  a n d  
A n n i v e r s a r y .  I t ' s  b e e n  a  
g r e a t  y e a r .  L o o k i n g  f o r w a r d  
t o  F r i d a y  n i g h t !  D o n ' t  f o r g e t  
m y  r i . 1 g !  L o v e  y a  l o t s ,  
Chick~n L i t t l e .  
Sweetie: 
I love you, llove you, I love 
you ... Don't ever forget it!! 
Doubie-toes! ! ! 
Scotty Lee: 
To the love of my life. Re-
member I'm still watttng for 
that walk and that big, ....;:14 
sumptuous kiss that you ....:~ 
promised me. Nance 
STEVEH: ~ 
Uncle Steve: Don't worry, ~ 
your time will cum. When 
first that thigh tingles. -
Happy Valentine's Day! ~ 
Romance. 
Love K and A .Z,. 
~ 
~ 
SD: 
Your tea's are the best, and 
they're good for you! From 
the brown haired guy in .Z,. 
your ~earns... ~ 
Sweetie Pie: • 
Keep on smiling. Keep that ~ 
twinkle in your eye. Be- ....:~ 
cause no one loves you ~ 
more than I. Love, 
Corey Babe. ~ 
~ Sandra: ....:;N 
Happy Valentine's Day li 
Sweetie! ! I just wanted to -
say I love you and I'll see ._ 
you very soon. Love Pud-~ 
din. ~ 
Love can d~al up losing M 
cards, leave you in the~ 
shade, but this hand went ...::~ 
extremely well, the joker's 4li 
found his queen of spades. ~ 
To that SEXY sports 
editor from the cord: 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
You're looking good!!! Luv, 
?????? 
To that French Bimbette 
(Cindy): 
Happy Valentine's Day 
from the gang in Canada. 
Sebastian, take care of her! 
To A Wonderful Mommy: 
Happy Valentine's Day 
mom! I love you! !I Lots of 
love forever and always 
Karen. 
These past six months that 
we've worked together have 
been the most sensual of our 
lives. Our only request is 
that you draw just one more 
cover ... on us. With anticipa-
tion P & P. 
To the boys at 222A Al-
bert: 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Sweeties! You guys are 
great! 
To my little elephant: 
Will you be my Valentine 
forever?! Love Pudge 
To the Coca-Cola Kid: 
Roses are red, violets are 
blue, Coke lost to Pepsi, but 
I'm hoping there's still a 
friendship between me and 
you. 
Susan: * 
Happy Valentine's Day!._. 
Have a safe holiday! Take 
Care. Luv, Karen #2 and -
Anoushka. ~ 
~,_. To the SEXY wenches of 
-:~lit: 41 A Bricker: Sean: 
- Go easy on Mr. Bubble - I Happy Valentine's Day, 
hon. Thanks for always 
making me happy. Here's to 
many more Valentines days 
together. I love you and al-
ways will. Sybil. 
SCP: 
I can't wait to consummate 
our marriage! By the way, 
will you be my Valentine? 
Love ya! MPD. 
Scary: 
You're looking a httle up-
set .......... how about a 
Valentme's Day dry hump, 
and root job. Hi-ho Roots. 
SHAZAM: 
To my chocolate brownie 
with nJts, I'd stop the world 
to melt with you!! ... Yeah, 
I'mF ___ ! 
Love Karen. 
Shawnie B: 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Hope you enjoyed the 
cookies. You know Laurier 
men are much better than 
Western guys. How about 
dinner sometime? Your 
Secret Admirer #88251860. 
u • u uu 
!1'- heard he is very corruptive-
';r I'll leave the rest to your im-
-.1.:-.. agination. Love ??? 
Gorgeous 
us sooo 
Happy 
Valentine's Day! Love your 
·wonderful waitresses. xoxo. 
~ To the five other naked 
.,_.N women: 
Thanks for these two years -
the:'ve been gre.tt! From 
:; the one in the walk-in 
.....:~ closet. 
To the author of Stark 
Raving: 
Your driveway needs some 
paving for you we are crav-
ing let's all get tarred. Ad-
hesively yours, P & P. 
....;:/:- To Skippy's Dad: ....:~ Let's be valentines for an-
other two years. Love You! 
,. ToJill: 
:.: You're the object of my 11r desire, hey babe ignite my 
fire! Make my fantasy a I! reality. Happy Valentine's 
~ Dat K.l; • •• 
~ 
:X: ~ 
...,. 
To Sports: To the other Andrew: 
Wanna be my love slave? 
Karen. 
-~-
We love your shorts, can we 
be in your Norts but the 
headlines have got to go. 
Dripping with sweat, P & P. 
• ~
.Z,. To My Little PB: 
~ Be my valentine. I love you. 
W Bob. 
~ TO MY little JEWEL: 4lli Mon petit bijou, I love you. 
M For always and forever. 
~BUBS. 
~ ~ The Guys of Hickory 
To the love of my life, 
Bubby: • ToJane: ~ Michigan's a long way off. 
House: ~ We want you!!!!!!!!!.. T to be our Valentine's. Love My beloved, I love YOU 
more than I have ever loved 
before. I've wanted your 
love since the very first mo-
ment I saw you. I need you 
more than my OWN LIFE, 
belong to you more than my 
OWN SOUL, love you 
more than my OWN SELF. 
You are the perfect (the 
best) Lover. The erotic 
touch of your hand and 
sensual smell of your 
flesh ... well, they just set me 
on FIRE! Oh baby, the pas-
sion of your kisses makes 
:lC Where' s the "Pleasure ~ "' always, the Girls across the 
- Chest" when you need it? 
- (Hint-a zuchinni works road. P.S. Let's do the 
~ great!) Yo baby, yo baby, 
:.: yo baby! Happy Valentine's 
- roommate thing soon. 
~ =-----------------
11r ~D~a~y~·--------------­
- The Women of Laurier: 
~ Gatta like a room with a 
:.: To my long haired lover 11r from London aka Sex 
Guru: 
- Soon we'll be together ~ "IL P k ~ agam. uv, oo ey. ~ view! The Concourse Patrol. 
• ~ 
....:~ 
:X: ~ 
my heart surge and my body M 
(ALL OF IT!) ache with ~ 
hunger to embrace you. I am X 
a prisoner of my LUST for ._. 
you. I am captured and I 
surrender! My lips long for !'-
yours with a gasping, ~ 
THROBBING URGENCY ._. 
that can never run dry. The 
more of you I have, the M 
more of you I want. I am in- ~ 
satiable. Until I found you, I .):= 
was lost; together we are a 
ONE. Get out the crowbar! 
Together we can topple Y-
mountains and burn the sun ~ 
from the sky with the force, ~ 
the heat of your animal 
desire. (GRRRRRR) I wor- M 
ship the FEEL of your ~ 
body, adore your caresses ~"­
and C~A VE ~he sound of ii 
your vmce crymg my name -
in the rapturous bliss of pas- y_ 
sion. You basically wear the ~ 
hell out of me! WHEW . ._. 
When I'm close to you I 
hear a sound like the beating M 
of wings. It is the sound of ;t/(IJ. 
my heart. A heart that is t 
yours now, my love, more 
than my own. You have my Y-
~~~~~y ~~v~~r~Je;.if;,1~~ ~ 
you, I love you, I love you, I ~ 
love you ... Your Valentine 
Noushy. ~ 
..._,... 
To BubbaSaurus: ~ 
How's about another Dino ii 
Delight? We miss you. The -
Twins. y_ 
~ To my 
Schnookums: 
honey 
~ 
~ 
I love you sweetie. I know 
we'll have a great time 
baking in the sun. Happy 
Valentines. Love your ir-
ritating girlfriend!! xoxo. 
Tabi and Ruby: 
The past can't be erased but 
the future, can be a day to 
day effort. Luv you bott 0 
m~:;--h Thank you for cv~:-r). 
trPig. Lcve Suki. 
'I o he girl on the d•J 
r n 1 enee & Deb): 
!<. \'ahrtt.l ~ D<.). 
')or t. • to man. of tt c 
d Jt'.':! Er! > you. read 
m tck! Takt: ~.are. Luv 
thv d nut run driver ant 
p,lS'---r.ger. (Anou, hka & 
K.rren #2) 
The Roomies: 
.z. 
TONY, some people just 
aren't worth it. Gtve up on 
her and look to someone 
else (hint, hint). LC 
Tammy & Dtb: 
Can't wait for reading week 
eh? Have a Happy 
Valentine's Day!!! Luv, 
Karen #2 and Anoushka. 
& The Apartment 202 girls: 
.. Hey guys! Happy !1'- Valentine's Day. Thanks for 
';r making this year so much 
~:-... fun. Have a great readmg 
week. Keep smiling. Sybil. 
!f To The King: T You're the best- anywhere, A anytime. From the Queen 
- The girl of my dreams 
The Bluevale Babes: ~ (AC): 
.... or should I say the multi- .,_.:.: Hopefully our lives will one 
purpose sluts!! Don't be too ~ day cross. In my mind, 
many people's valentines! = you're the prettiest ORIEN-
Loveya!Mich&Kim. ~TAL GIRL in EC140. 
. ~HINT: You're the only 
To The Kmg Street Crew: ....::-... ORIENTAL GIRL in that 
(Steph! Heidi, Brenda, .. class! Happy Valentines! 
Catherme): M 'Shy' Secret Admirer. 
Happy Valentine's Day. ~ . 
Well we've survived this far ';r -.:o my tall blond Egyp-
maybe we '11 make it to the ~ ban: 
end. Lotsa love, P. Can't wait till you get back 
- so we can take another 
To the lonely guys club ~ romantic stroll along Lake 
(and its single member): ....:~ Nippising, buy strange 
Happy V-Day handy dandy things together (I don't need 
Andy!! From the couples furniture), play another tight 
club (all eight of us) here at game of mini-golf, go for a 
the lodge. .-..;14 "special" dinner at the i Crock & Block (don't get 
To my videogame lover: any ideas), have three or 
I could spend a million - seven psychotic episodes & 
mpre weekends like the last ;ti(IJ. then fall asleep in the TD 
- itogether with you, but for :JC: bank machine room. From 
npw I will be happy if you a- your high maintenance 
~ill just be my Valentine. M girlfriend, reg~dl.ess. 
4Dve Dave. ~ . 
tANK: ~ -· 
Ij love your cheesy ~ 
moustache. It tickles in all t~e right spots! Love: "But- ~ 
~rbuns" - :,c-
to Paula: 
(ue ya horny? We could 
really go for bean burritos! 
How about you? Happy 
~alentine's Day! Love ya, 
!The Bluevale Babes. 
lro Sack and Basketball 
buddies: 
flad a great time last Satur-
~ay at Twist Let's party 
again this Tharsday at the 
Turret. tv1Jke. 
The Girl of ~ly Dreams: 
'ep, here's another 1 to U! 
'/e rc .n a f.!\\ of the same 
classr<> together. TURN 
A. OuND, let )OUr t:)fS 
1 tu-r around the class. Do 
L know ..vho I am? 'SHY' 
S..!~.ret Admirer. 
~ W Whoe: 
There are no words that can ~ express what my heart feels. 
.. ~ I love you. Your Boe 
~ Forever. ! WEA: 
~ Your lucky you apologized! 
~ How many truces have we ~ called? Do you want to be 
my Valentine candy? AMB 
ll 
:lC 
....::-... 
Wil s Bartenders: 
You SEXY men!!! We're 
thirst n • for :rou. We love 
the tiling<> )'O do with your 
hands Frorr the women 
\\ ho 10\" lu -.erve. 
\\-innit The Pooh: 
I'd 1 veto b stuck in a ole 
\\cit._ you, but I d much rath-
~ s ..U\; ':>Orhc honey, baby. 
Love you lots. B ABA 2 
It's another day in paradise 
* at 334 King ... Happy 
• Valentine's! Hope the frus-
trated women find 
some ... good parties this 
~- .. weekend. 
-
:>e 
~ 
To th£: little green man· 
tW}JyJ \a!vnur .... l.Jay, Mr 
Blue Ey.!s' You've made 
one little Buddah ver) 
happy. I'm so glad we took 
the chance to be together. 
Don't stop gnnning or 
blowing me kisses! How 
about that trip to paradise?! 
Love always, Weedote. xox 
We've been I.I)Ir.g to reach 
the "Ad<; Hot Line", but it's 
always busy. We'd really 
like to get a hold of you, 
Frank, so try & free up your 
line. Thanks for your time, 
P&P . 
:lC 
* ~ 
ToKen: 
Why don't we get together 
and bring "Knots" to life? 
ProP" e. 
' rh;0~:)~rs (yes, you Brad 
~ Happy Valentine's Day! 
- Come out and party with 
~ Goldielox same time! 
WOODY: 
Stop being such a big,mope, 
or we '11 flagellate you 
severely. You bring the 
mazola! love, the Nude 
House Of Wacky Cordies. 
w 
THESCENE'90
Idiot Savant new Talking Heads?
Steve Burke
Concert review
Idiot
Savant will be
playing at the Huether
Hotel on Friday March 9,
1990 at approximately
10:30 PM. I had to men-
tion that before I forgot,
because you have to see
this band.
Digressions aside, last Satur-
day saw the return to Wilf's of
Idiot Savant, a band comprised of
various Laurier alumni, that
brought its quirky brand of enter-
tainment and its full quota of en-
ergy to the campus for the first
time in two years.
An evening based on three
one hour sets became the show-
case for a wealth of original
material and a satisfying disper-
sion of cover songs that included
such diverse selections as Led
Zeppelin's D'yer Maker, Smokey
Robinson's Tears of a Clown,
Violent Femmes' Blister in the
Sun and Wild, Wild Life by Talk-
ing Heads.
"I'm sick of being compared
to the Talking Heads", vocalist
Andrew Tibbets snapped jokingly
during the first intermission. "I
prefer to see myself as some-
where between Nina Hagen and
Ella Fitzgerald", he insisted; al-
though he comes across as per-
haps a hybrid of Mick Jagger and
Bette Midler.
The affinity with the artsy
band fronted by David Byrne is
inevitable. Tibbets' theatrics,
mannerisms and movements in-
stantly evoke the description at-
tributed to Byrne as "a glove on a
stick". Savant's vocalist and
songwriter is a showman who
commands the room with his
spontaneity, improvisation and
enthusiasm.
Musically, Idiot Savant en-
velops such a variety of styles ~
reggae, country, jazz, rock - that
in that nagging, contemptible at-
tempt to wrestle with defining
and comparing, one comes back
t0..., well...Talking Heads.
It is not so much because they
do what the Heads do specifical-
ly, but because they do so many
different things, a quality so
scarce in modern music. Tibbets
takes similar lyrical pokes at the
creature comforts of modern cul-
ture, the ideosyncracies inherent
in relationships, and other artsy
perspectives and philosophies on
life.
Saturday night also gave
Savant the opportunity to perform
the five songs featured on their
first demo tape: Weight, Carl's
Junkyard, Man's World, Sexual
Relations with Stars, and Amer-
icaholic; a collection of originals
that seems to come closest to Joe
Jackson's style -- particularly
Man's World.
The five-piece band, consist-
ing of Tibbets, Drew Ness on
bass, Andrea McColeman on key-
boards, Dale Hancocks on guitar
and Anthony Bender on drums,
performs with such ease and pre-
cision, yet refuses to take itself
seriously.
Tibbets claims it is difficult to
perform with the orange and
wine-coloured decor assaulting
the senses, but is excited about
the new look of Wilf s -- an at-
mosphere more conducive to live
entertainment than in previous
years. "I just wish there was more
room for dancing", the vocalist
concluded before continuing his
spastic display in the last set
In case I forgot to mention it,
Idiot Savant will be playing the
Huether Hotel on Friday March 9
at approximately 10:30 PM. The
next Talking Heads? Sorry,
Andrew, but in terms of
spontaneity and energy, I can't
thinkof a better compliment.
Andrew Tibbets performs with Idiot Savant inWilfs Saturday
night. Tom Szeibel, Photo
Internal Affairs runs deep
Steve Burke Film
When you
battle with monsters, take
care not to become a monster yourself,
and when you gaze into the abyss, the
abyss gazes also into you
Nietzsche
To my surprise, and great relief, I discovered
early in Internal Affairs that I wasn't going to be
subjected to another bloody cruddy buddy-cop
movie. I couldn't find the nice, responsible black
cop with the loving family and who liked chocolate,
or the psychopathic white cop with a failed mar-
riage who liked peanut butter, or the slobbering dog
that brings them both together.
This interesting, intense thriller dramatizes the
volatile relationship between detective Raymond
Avila (Andy Garcia of the memorable Black Rain
and The Untouchables) and street cop Dennis Peck
(Richard Gere of the forgettable American Gigolo,
King David and The Cotton Club). Garcia suspects
that Gere is involved in criminal activities and pro-
ceeds to investigate him, resulting in a psychologi-
cal battle between the two, with Garcia's girlfriend
becoming a pawn in Gere's plans to destroy Garcia.
Gere's character is a wonderful bastard; a sly,
suave cop who can smile - smile and be a villain.
Finally the aging actor is presented with a role wor-
thy of his thespian label; and he exploits it well
with a sardonic wit, while beating the crap out of
Garcia or receiving the same. Garcia emerges as an
important actor in his first lead role, delivering a
Street cop Dennis Peck (Richard Gere) threatens Kathleen Avila (Nancy Travis).
THE SCENE AT A GLANCE
Poor Vince; Lived fast, died
young, left a healthy corpse.
...The ghost of '55. In memory
and in luck for the next world.
'Runaway'
- Del Shannon
EVENTS
MuchMusic's Big Ticket Special
features Allanah Myles February
17 and David Bowie's Serious
Moonlight tour on February 24.
The Musicmovie calendar in-
cludes The Last Waltz February
19 and The Song Remains the
Same February 26.
CURRENT NEWS
Warner Bros, have acquired the
domestic distribution rights to
the animated adventure-love story
Tchaikovsky's the Nutcracker
based on the classic story by fan-
tasy writer E.T.A. Hoffman, in-
corporating music from the im-
mortal Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
ballet. Production is currently un-
derway in Ottawa.
CONCERTED ACTION
The Forgotten Rebels arid The
Wet Spots play at U of W Febru-
ary 16.
Who or what is The Big Snit?
Check it out at the Olde English
Parlour February 18.
At Stages: The Tragically Hip
February 19.
Tom Cochrane and Red Rider
at the Twist February 21.
Join Fred Hale at Gler's Febru-
ary 21.
It's a rap fest with Young MC
and Maestro Fresh Wes at the
Twist February 26.
Lee Aaron returns to Stages Feb-
ruary 26.
FREE!! The Grapes of Wrath
will be taping a CKCO-TV ap-
pearance at Federation Hall Feb-
ruary 26.
The Phantoms will be perform-
ing at the Bombshelter March 1.
The Humanities Theatre is host to
Heather Bishop & Jennifer
Berezan March 10.
k.d. lang will play at Lulu's
Roadhouse March 15.
Coming soon: Spirit of the WesL
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Eat album hard to digest
The Adventures of Women
and Men Without Hate in
the 21st Century
Men Without Hats
Polygram Records
I usually listen to an album
two or three times so I can get a
feel for the music; especially if it
is a band I'm not particularly
knowledgeable on.
I never really liked Men
Without Hats when they first
came out, and I liked them even
less when I heard "Pop Goes the
World", but their latest album,
...In the 21st Century isn't too
bad.
Already seeing some chart ac-
tion with their single and video
"Hey Men", MWH's latest effort
is unpretentious and simple in its
structure, yet the overall atmo-
sphere is appealing. This is espe-
cially so on an old ABBA song
which MWH acknowledge as a
significant influence.
MWH's intent with ...In the
21st Century was to create a more
commercially feasible album.
Their futuristic reworking of their
original "Safety Dance" as "21st
Century Safety Dance" ex-
emplifies this. This version bears
a similarity to "Pump Up the
Volume" by M.A.R.R.S. yet it is
a sarcastic reworking of the old
song and, when asked about it in
a previous interview, singer Ivan
Doroschuk commented that
"...we'd better get our act togeth-
er or all the music [in this world]
is going to sound like that..".
Overall, this album should
surpass their previous works' suc-
cess. It wasn't a spine-tingling
experience, but I still enjoyed it.
I'm sure if I listen to it a few
more times, it'll grow on me.
- Mark Pivon
Sell Me A God
Eat
Polygram Records
Everytime a new band comes
around, you want to listen to their
material to see if maybe they're
the next Beatles, U2 or Led Zep-
pelin. This is not in the future for
Eat.
Side one opens much like a
mutated synthesis of U2 meets
the Tragically Hip. This is espe-
cially so on "Tombstone" and
"Walking Man" with brothers
Paul and Max Noble on vocals
and guitar respectively. The
songs and styles are unique, and
the band is hard to classify. Their
music at times is catchy although
most of the time it's like "music
to slit your wrist to".
"Stories", the song from
which the title is derived, is a sar-
castic view of the world of some-
one looking back on life. Un-
fortunately, when the songs aren't
blatantly critical, they become
slightly confusing. And while
side one was listenable, side two
merges on eccentric and puts
them way up there on the
Alternative Scale.
Much of the album strains to
make some kind of statement, yet
most of the material sounds con-
trived; it's not as though they're
experimental and come across as
odd, it's more like they're weird
for the sake of being weird.
A quick listen to "Insect
Head" or "Body Bag" where
"...the man with the badge selling
promises and / candy-floss
ducked into the alley for a meet-
ing / with his boss - someone
pulled into the side road on the /
edge of town dumped a body in
the bag and turning the car
around — well I could end up the
body in / the bag..." sums it up.
There's no doubt that Eat will
have some cult following here in
North America, and if you ever
want to have a party where every-
body burns incense, and the girls
wear torn fish net and black lip-
stick, chances are Eat will end up
on the stereo.
- Mark Pivon
Thrash Zone
D.R.I.
Enigma Records
Guitar seems so fucking loud
People walking on the crowd
Diving off the PA. stacks
Breaking ankles, necks and
backs.
This poetic excerpt from
"Thrashard" objectively describes
a thrash concert in the height of
frenzy, and seems to be what
Dirty Rotten Imbeciles are all
about.
When they recorded their first
independent release, D.R.I, was a
classic American punk group;
over the course of four more al-
bums, they've evolved (if you can
call it evolution!) into a hard
core-thrash band, and Thrash
Zone is the latest product of that
metamorphosis.
D.R.I, pride themselves on
taking a definite stand on many
issues, unconcerned if their
opinionated lyrics offend certain
audiences. For example, "Gun
Control" voices their attitudes in
favour of arms restrictions; "Kill
the Words" is about the impor-
tance of freedom of speech, with
reference to the Ayatollah's reac-
tion to Salmon Rushdie's Satanic
Verses; as if gun control and free
speech will offend a bunch of
thrashing teenagers, who proba-
bly don't care what the lyrics are
saying anyway.
D.R.I address other issues
such as competitiveness in
society in "Beneath the Wheel",
ostracism of AIDS victims in
"Labeled Uncurable" and missing
children in "Abduction".
While the explicit lyrics make
for interesting reading material,
listening to Thrash Zone is an-
other matter. No songs really
stand out because they all sound
the same, with shouted lyrics, ac-
celerated tempos, and relentless,
over distorted thrashy guitars that
make Metallica sound like
elevator music. There are some
neat sound effects of sirens,
screeching tires, and gunshots in
"Gun Control", but otherwise the
songs are virtually indistinguish-
able.
Dirty Rotten Imbeciles prove
that being able to play loud and
fast, and shout at a crowd of skate
boarding thrashers is no substitute
for talent, even under the at-
tempted cloak of social concern.
- Tom Szeibel
-scene—
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59clacos
(Previously 99C)
Sink your teeth into an original taco
Always tasty, always delicious and now only mm <91
59C each.
This is a limited time offer, so visit Taco
——, , ,
Bell now and crunch a bunch il
"BELL.
85 University Ave E
.. ... . i
Donate Books
for the 26th
USED BOOK SALE
of the
Canadian Federation
of University Women
Book Sale Fri. Mar 30 Noon to 9 p.m.
Sat Mar 31 Noon to 1 p.m.
at the First United Church
King & William St. Waterloo
to donate call: 742-5055; 575-9583; 885-4669
A SHOOTERS A
65 University Ave. E. Waterloo 888-6181
STARVING STUDENT DAY
DON'T MISS THE 1 10c WINGS
LAST THURSDAY
$199 Burgers
99C Nachos
BEFORE SLACK WEEK Plus Watch Your
A GOOn TIME fß^^HjPjrnTffiyffljH'Jill! favourite sports
our
IS
screen
why bother with another tour?
Steve Burke Concert Review
For
its 'first tour ever',
Britain's The The brought
its live act to Federation Hall
Monday night to a capacity
crowd of fist-wavers, head-
bangers and pelvis-swingers. A
tight 90 minute set, beginning at
10:00, bo >: strong per-
formances vocalist Matt
Johnson and guitarist Johnnie
Marr in a show that spanned
the band's decade-long career.
Drawing material from all three al-
bums, with an emphasis on the recent
release Mind Bomb, The The delivered a
technically flawless, powerful collection
of audience favourites that climaxed
with Uncertain Smile in the encore.
Their music was comparable in quality
to their albums but the live performance
was somewhat disappointing. Music
which should have been complimented
instead seemed simply uninspiringly per-
formed. Although the playlist indicated a
four-song finale, the band abruptly
snapped up their coats after the second
and made a quick exit.
The concert was enhanced by an ef-
fective arrangement of coloured back-
lighting that stabbed through clouds
of
dry ice from behind the stage
- a visual
display that avoided self-indulgent
pyrotechnics and the melodramatic spot-
lights that tend to isolate singers and
make them soloists. The effect also
helped the performance of the somewhat
shy and subdued band.
Matt Johnson and The The have pro-
duced consistently excellent material
despite their low profile and lack
of hype
in the music industry. Their style and
lyrics have been a retreat in this
decade
of often banal and monotonous music
and have brought them to the top of
alternative charts in both Britain and
North America.
Guitarist Marr, who has appeared
with The Smiths, The Pretenders, and
Talking Heads, seemed to attract most of
the attention from the audience, over-
shadowing the sound vocal skills of
Johnson, and the steady precision of
rhythm members James Eller (bass) and
Dave Palmer (drums). His flamboyant
style was embellished by a plethora of
distortion effects and a bank of dials that
could put his guitar up to eleven. He
lived up to his reputation as an excellent
performer coupled with a nasty per-
sonality; he made little contact with the
audience who repeatedly attempted to
elicit an appreciative response.
The music of The The is based on
Johnson's own spiritual quests and re-
search into world affairs, religion,
mysticism and spiritualism and could
never be dissatisfying. Each album is
carefully crafted by songwriter Johnson
who takes time off between records to
objectively review past and future
projects. The The is essential to any
alternative collection, for clubs or private
listening.
Their low profile and limited Cana-
dian appearances raised some expecta-
tions on the band's live performance.
Overall, with the exception of a female
backup singer who swung her limbs at
stage left, the group had difficulty
projecting emotion and translating ener-
gy beyond the stage.
While the audience was enthusiastic,
the apocalyptic nature of Mind Bomb,
with its uncompromising lyrics and dis-
mal tone, tended to discourage a feverish
dance atmosphere. Add to this the emo-
tional distance of Matt Johnson, who
mumbled only "thank you" and "good
night", and one must admit that The The
is better heard in a dark basement than
seen in a dimly lit bar.
Matt Johnson brought his touring unit of The The to Fed Hall Monday night
for their only University appearance.
Liza Sardi, Photo
Ex-Smiths guitarist Johnnie Marr joined Johnson for The The's recent
album, Mind Bomb, and the accompanying tour. Liza Sardi, Photo
Holly Near and Ronnie Gilbert
Back to the garden
Roy Ellis
Concert Review
Simple
entertainment is
thought to be poor en-
tertainment these days.
Perhaps we've become
hypnotized by the blind-
ing flash-pots, digital ar-
peggios, or the bump and
grind of dust bowl farm-
boys gone singers gone
sex-machines. A great seg-
ment of our generation
has come to the conclusion
that political opinion is a
negative attribute, convic-
tion boring and that social
conscience should be left
in the capable hands of
lobby groups. Lucky for
us all there are still voices
which rise above this
mentality; a mentality
which has become the
hallmark of our great and
excessively liberated gen-
eration.
Holly Near and Ronnie Gil-
bert are two of those voices.
Accompanied by a young
pianist playing a glistening black
grand piano the two sang,
laughed and talked freely for a
full three hours at the Humanities
Theatre Sunday night. They join a
long tradition of folk musicians
which have tried to get them-
selves and anyone
in earshot,
"back to the garden".
Their concert was a sort of
counter-culture revival show -
the gospel according to Holly and
Ronnie. The pleasantly bleating
flock was primarily women. To
be sure there was an abundance
of silk tasseled scarves, plenty of
pudgy babies bouncing happily
on their mothers' laps, and a fair
assortment of bespectacled
mountain biker sorts. Everyone
seemed to be speaking that pecu-
liar Southern Ontario brand of in-
tellectual Cockburnese.
This was the last stop on their
Canadian Eastern Seaboard tour.
When in Montreal, Near dedi-
cated a song to the women of the
McGill massacre. She sang this
song on Sunday. To preface it she
spoke of the Montreal tragedy.
There was a heavy silence in the
hall. Near compared the massacre
to the thousands of human
atrocities that take place every
week, world over.
"The massacre in Montreal
was not an isolated event," said
Near. "These people were victims
of a malformed social and politi-
cal ideology. In this case the very
fact that they were women was an
unforgivable sin." Near's tone
was pure, lacking any trace of
male prejudice and spite. For the
first time since the massacre I felt
welcomed by a woman to join
women in mourning.
Ronnie Gilbert opened the
evening with a very long set. Gil-
bert, who was a member of the
Weavers in the 1960'5, moved
through her selections like a gal-
leon in, full sail. Her energy was
quite remarkable. Although her
vocal range is not what it once
was, Gilbert was a phenomenon.
Her repose was comfortable,
humble and confident.
She sang a number of
wonderful creations - all very
simple and heart-warming. It
seems that Gilbert was mostly
gifted at warming hearts. A
couple of the numbers she chose
lacked vitality - seemed slightly
cornball. Now, cornball is
wonderful when its good but
cornball cornball is never a treat.
Holly Near impressed me the
most. Her vocal style was not im-
mediately arresting. It took a
couple of tunes to warm me up to
her naturally curly voice. Her
range was considerable — clear
and bold on top, bawdy and sure
below. Her jazz\blues influences
were almost perfectly melded to
her folkVountry influences.
During the performance she
chatted with the audience in a
most relaxed and personal man-
ner. It was like being in her kitch-
en or living room. She spent at
least a quarter of her show talking
- and I enjoyed her discourse.
Holly's talent was made obvious
to us all on Sunday. She moved
I
effortlessly from acapella
anthems to deep swaggering
blues. Her songs were gutsy,
thick blooded and demanding.
Holly Near's music is authentic,
and demands authentic attention.
No doubt we shall hear more
from Holly in the future.
Anyone interested in hearing
either Holly Near or Ronnie Gil-
bert should know they have some
albums out. They're probably
around if you look hard enough.
All and all it was a great evening.
Had I not obtained com-
plimentary tickets to the show, I
don't know if I'd have paid the
forty smackers it would have cost
my date and I to take these ladies
in. But judging from the ovations
Holly and Ronnie received, I'm
alone in that sort of thinking.
Ronnie Gilbert Holly Near
scene—
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strong, yet subtle performance.
Director Michael Figgis,
whose previous lone screen credit
is the relatively unknown Stormy
Monday, maintains a high level of
suspense -- an emotional tension
based on characterization rather
than standard car chase cliches
and cartoon-like pyrotechnics.
The film falters only at the end by
fitting the mold of good guy con-
fronting bad guy for a tidy
cathartic finish.
In many ways, the
film
reflects the tone and theme of
Criminal Law, with an unmistak-
able parallel in character develop-
ment - evil man with a shade of
good and good guy with the ca-
pacity for nastiness. Equally am-
bitious in its aim to explore the
thin blue line of authority, Inter-
nal Affairs is slightly weaker
in
its execution, but succeeds
in
going deeper than the average
cop thriller.
Heavy Petting reveals sexploits
Caroline Meredith Film
The tight-lipped, moralizing
attitudes
of the fifties have not died. In fact,
they have resurfaced in the form of a
hilarious docu-drama entitled Heavy Pet-
ting.
A relatively short film, Heavy Petting is built
around contemporary interview segments, as well
as actual clips from instructional health films of the
1950'5.
One of the more interesting elements of the film
is the presence of public figures such as David
Byrne of Talking Heads, as well as the recently
deceased social activist Abbie Hoffman. The inter-
view segments reveal what are sometimes funny,
sometimes very personal, childhood and adolescent
experiences of a wide range of individuals.
While Byrne appeared thoughtful and some-
times introspective in the midst of the weird, dis-
turbing and wildly amusing episodes of sex educa-
tion, fifties style, Abbie Hoffman remained true to
his public persona. With his tales of adolescent fri-
volity, Hoffman makes famous such personal
events as the "circle jerk of '51". Hoffman directly
contrasts the ultra-conservative perspective of the
fifties health films with his remembrances of the
risk-taking and freedom sometimes only reluctantly
associated with youth.
The light side of teenage life is further alluded
to through the movie's soundtrack. A poster in the
lobby of the theatre, advertising another movie, has
as its caption: "in memory, everything happens to
music". It seems that even the development of sex-
ual awareness is remembered under the same cir-
cumstances.
The background music of Heavy Petting con-
sists of the classic music of the fifties. Songs such
as "Blueberry Hill" conjure up images of the fifties
as the great rock n' roll era for which the decade is
known. The movie also contains clips from such
celluloid classics as "Rebel Without a Cause", star-
ring James Dean. Like the soundtrack, references to
these film classics directly contrast the tone of the
instructive sex education films.
The dichotomy emphasized in Heavy Petting
between the morality of the fifties and the fun times
associated w.ith the era is never resolved. These two
aspects of the same era are simply presented, rather
than analyzed to death. The lack of direct analysis
maintains the light-hearted and humourous feeling
which pervades the entire film. The film is less
about the sociological elements of the decade than
it is a trip down memory lane for both the individu-
als interviewed, as well as members of the audience
who have their own unique and personal memories
or opinions to enjoy.
Heavy Petting offers a unique glimpse into the
fifties in which the reality of the era is humorously
explored. While Heavy Petting certainly offers a
good laugh, it also succeeds in enticing members of
the audience to look twice at their own con-
temporary impressions of the time.
Jazz combo on their way
John Kirtnap Music
Jazz
was described to
me as a form of com-
mmunication, speechless
in its'
ways but always
talking. It flows in non-
verbal sentences that
bring you up or bring you
down and it speaks best
when you have musicians
excelling in their craft.
The Ebony Tower Quartet
performed Friday at the John
Aird-Centre. This is a group of
four excellent musicians, Glenn
Buhr (piano), William Sperandei
(trumpet), Paul Camrass (bass)
and Anthony Bender (drums).
The quartet started off with a
Thelonius Monk tune, "Blue
Monk". This and the other selec-
tions played in the evening had
two things in common. The mem-
bers took the same order during
songs to open up a solo, and they
seemed not to know when the
other guy was going to start or
end their solo.
Jazz, the art of flowing com-
munication, became jazz the art
of being polite, waiting to speak.
First trumpet, then piano and
finally bass. They may have been
scared, but I doubt it. They are
too good for amateur attitudes of
jazz. If their improvisationai jazz
spoke as well during the concert
as it did during their encore, they
would be booked into some New
York night clubs.
The only major problem en-
countered in the concert was the
acoustics of the hall. The drum-
mer was usually overpowering
and the bass player was hard to
hear at times. These problems
could not be easily corrected by
the group, and rightfully so. The
Recital Hall-Aird Centre has been
widely criticized as a million dol-
lar acoustic blunder and the con-
cert tonight would have sounded
better in the Turret.
The Ebony Tower Quartet
have the means to grow and
definitely should. Keep on eye on
this quartet, and if they play again
on campus, you should make a
point of stopping by, because
ticket prices may not be so low
for long.
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ON AN
AMSTRAD PC
HARD DISK
INCLUDED
Buy one of these
Amstrad nard disk computers
now and save money,
as well as data.
$ 3,618* $1,970*
PC1386HD65 PC2286HD40
i' "»"irr.>II
~
r I* r r r r
I
• 80386 processor operating at 20MHz
• 80286 processor operating at 12MHz
• 4Mb RAM (expansible to 16Mb • IMbRAM (expendible to 16MB
on the motherooard) on 'he motherboard)
• Video adaptorsupports VGA,
• Video adaptorsupports VGA,
EGA, CGA and Hercules EGA, CGA and Hercules
• Effective zero wait state
* Effective zero wait state
• I.4Mb 3W disk drive • I.4Mb 3Vi" disk drive
• Software included: MS DOS and • Software included: MS DOS,
GW Basic MSWindows 286, GW Basic
$1,426* $1,155*
PC2OB6HD3O PCI64OHD2O
/^Sssm}
• 8086 processor operating at 8 MHz
• 8086 processor operating
atBMHz
•640K RAM • 640K RAM
• Video adaptor supports VGA,
• Full EGA, CGA and Hercules support
EGA, CGA and Hercules • Softwareincluded: MS DOS,
• 720K 3Vi* disk drive GEM Bosic, GEM Paint and
• Software included: MS DOS, GEM Desktop
MS Windows 2.03, GW Basic
￿MONITOR NOT INCLUDED
AMSTRAD PRICES ARE SO COMPETITIVE THAT YOU CAN
BUY ONE AS A GIFT FOR SOMEONE SPECIAL AND
EVEN FOR YOURSELF!
EB
PACKAGED RIGHTI PRICED RIGHT! GUARANTEED RIGHT!
Amstrod products ore exclusively imported and
marketed •r» Ccnado
by AVS Technologies Inc. (514;
683-1771
COMPUTER INFORMATION CENTRE
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO
MATH & COMP. BLDG., ROOM 2018
PiBBB info
B US T ■ A ■ M □ V E
YOUNG MC
ALL AGE S SHOW
WITH SPECIAL GUEST
MAESTRO FRESH-WES
MONDAY FEBRUARY 2B
DOORS OPEN 8100
\ mTW
T
advance $20
J
DAY OF SHOW $23
341 MARYLAND DRIVE (519) 886-7730
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: THE TWIST, SAM THE RECORD MAN, U. OF W. RECORD STORE
RECORDS ON WHEELS (CAMBRIDGE, GUELPH), DR. DISC,
Some truths to Tall Tales,but Vegas?
Crash and burn at the Bombshelter
Mark Pivon
Concert Review
It's interesting
to note
that a band such as Tall
Tales and True have been
compared to everyone
from Chalk Circle to John
Mellencamp to the Re-
placements, yet they claim
to be probably "...one of
the least influenced
bands...". Well, I had to
take the opportunity to
hear them myself as they
opened for Crash Vegas at
the Bombshelter on Fri-
day night.
Aussie band Tall Tales and
True took to the stage around ten,
and made an impressive debut in
the Twin Cities. Their set con-
sisted of the songs featured on
their album Shiver, as well as
other material from their E.P.'s
and original songs which they
have just completed while in
Canada. Particularly memorable
numbers were "Think of Your-
self', "Trust" and the encore set
consisting of "Heart". -
The only unfortunate aspect
of the performance was the ab-
sence of a brass section and key-
board player which contributed to
some songs on the album. The
loss, however, was hardly nodce-
able.
It was understandable why
some people would compare
TT&T to Mellencamp because
they feature Simon Alcorn on
guest violin and guitar (who, I'd
like to add, was fantastic). Yet, to
compare them to Mellencamp be-
cause he too has a violin in his
compositions would be to com-
pare Metallica to Van Halen be-
cause they play guitars. Just be-
cause the instrument is there
doesn't mean that they sound the
same. Indeed, TT&T have a
sound all their own; a sound
which they describe as "edgy
rock and roll with a blues-based
tinge."
Their temporary migration to
Canada was a ploy designed to
give themselves a bit of exposure
before their album was released
in Canada. Since there was some-
what of a gap between the time
that their Australian tour ended,
and the time until their album was
released in Canada, they decided
that it was advantageous to give
themselves some exposure here.
"This way, people get a chance to
see us as a live act," says Mat-
thew de la Hunty. "I say, why
bother trying to make a mark
amidst four hundred other bands
all on tour here during the sum-
mer months. It would be that
much harder to get noticed."
The band is apparendy plan-
ning to return to their native land
sometime in March, so if you still
want to catch them, maybe during
reading week, you can do it at
Kipling's or the Rivoli. They
were one of the featured acts on a
Much Music special on Australia,
and they will certainly merit more
attention in the future by the
network.
Tall Tales and True were fol-
lowed on stage by Toronto's own
Crash Vegas, a group spanning
such diversity in their individual
histories one needs a pencil and
paper to keep track of it all.
At the forefront of the band is
Michelle McAdorey (Bob's Yer
Uncle) who has worked with Kir-
sty MacColl and Midge Ure. Next
up is Joceline Lanois, formerly of
Martha and the Muffins and yup,
Danny boy is her brother. And
yet another notable member of
the group is Collin Cripps,
formerly a guitarist with the
Spoons and the Calling. And
finally we have Ambrose Pottie, a
jazz percussionist who was
formerly a member of
Whitenoise, Thin Men, and Rosi
Fan Tutti.
In all, it makes for a pretty
impressive line-up.
The music was somewhat
folky, and the lyrics were pas-
sionate. "Julia Rain" received
particular attention by the
audience, as well as "Inside Out".
Yet, I felt that the band really
only started getting into their
material when they played
"Avalanche" - nearly ten songs
into the night. They closed with
"Smoke" and "Moving Too Fast".
It seemed like Crash Vegas
were all a little pissed off about
something at the beginning of the
night. I was even instructed by
one of the roadies not to use a
flash while taking pictures.
I'll grant them the fact that
they're a new band together and
probably not used to each other
and the pressures of being in the
limelight. I enjoyed Crash Vegas
although I feel all the hype
around the band is somewhat
contrived by their various back-
grounds and by their own press
agents.
But really, when you're head-
lining a show, you should try to
make sure that your opening act
doesn't show you up.
Crash Vegas vocalist Michelle McAdorey couldn't save the
group's performance from being overshadowed by Aussie open-
ing act Tall Tales and True.
Mark Pivon, Photo
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CREATIVE DESIGN & TYPESETTING
WLUSP
SPRING HIRING
The following positions
are open for 1990-91:
Editor-in-Chief Closes Feb. 16
Cord Production Mgr.
*
Photo Mgr.
*
Keystone Editor
News Editor
*
Associate News Editor
*
Sports Editor
Scene Editor
*
Features Editor
*
UT&T Mgr.
Advertising Mgr.
*
Systems Tech
Close March 2
And many, many more....for more information
call us at 884-2990 or drop by our luxurious
2nd floor S.U.B. offices and grab an application.
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Pending Cuts Threaten Foreign Aid
By Samuel D. Kühn 4th year Archaeology
Via Rail, the G.S.T, Canadian governmental support of United States
aggression in Central America, patronage appointments, abortion, Meech Lake,
scandals...the litany of reasons to oppose the Mulroney government seems almost
endless. Lost, however, in this dizzying avalanche of misguided misdeeds is the
proposed cuts to Canadian foreign development aid which the Tories are determined
to implement.
In Eastern Europe the walls may be tumbling down, but for the debt-ridden
Third World the situation is becoming even worse. Ten years after the United
Nations' International Year of the Child, the Third World debt is falling most heavily
on those traditionally most vulnerable: women and children. Peter Adamson, editor a
of U.N.I.C.E.F.'s The State of the World's Children 1989 Report, states that in
the thirty- seven most destitute nations, spending on health care
has declined
in the 1980's by fifty percent. Adamson maintains that to prevent the loss
of millions of lives what is urgently required is the political will. Without
this type of commitment he forecasts more wars, bloodshed, instability,
refugees and environmental degradation.
This political commitment is being abandoned by the federal
Tories. Cuts to Canada's development assistance were imposed by
Finance Minister Michael Wilson in his federal budget of April 27, 1989.y
The budget was approved by Cabinet
Commons, in which the Tories hold a majority.
Such short-sighted federal policy goes against
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney's United Nations General
Assembly speech of September 29, 1988: "We have affirmed.
that Canadian Assistance will continue to increase to reach
the target of 0.6 percent of the Gross National Product by
1995 and the desired 0.7 percent target by the year 2000,
now less than twelve years away."
The Canadian Council for International Co-
operation points out that with the new government
formula for funding, however, Canadian aid will
rise from its new level of 0.43 percent of the
G.N.P. -- down from 0.47 percent in 1987 --
by only 0.005 percent over the next two
years. If this pace is maintained, it will
be the year 2040 ~ fifty years away --
before the much flouted 0.7 percent
target is reached.
Again, these federal cuts
to Third World aid will hit the
world's most poorest and vulnerable
victims. Five million children die
in the Third World each year
from diarrhea caused from
drinking polluted water.
Thailand, with a population of
over 50 million, has 300 000 prostitutes, most of whom are teenage women. "Tourism
is the second largest source of foreign exchange there and it's literally off the backs of
women," maintains Joyce Yu. These women are seen as an integral component in
Thailand's desperate struggle to service their foreign debt. These tragic examples of
exploitation and poverty are preventable, but the Tory budget restrictions means that
dozens of innovative projects have to be canceled. Programs for nutrition, rural health
care, child care, agriculture, small industry and education have been shelved until
further notice.
An example of this is the Oxfam-Qu6bec project that was aimed towards
helping the market women in Cote d'lvoire.
The food markets at Port Bouet, near the
Abidjan airport, and Koumassi, in the Ivoirian capital's downtown area,
are filthy,
fly-blown mazes without proper warehouses, refrigeration, cleaning
facilities or
public toilets. An estimated 5 000 women
work for a pittance in the two markets,
walking each day, dragging carts laden with fruit, vegetables, fish or meat. Most are
illiterate, unable to keep books, at the mercy of thieves and bad weather.
Oxfam-Qu6bec was asked last year by local health workers to help
improve conditions for these market women. The agency, after conducting a $30 000
feasibility study, came up with a plan to provide literacy and book-keeping training
for the women, upgrade market stalls and build new warehouses enabling small
merchants to leave goods securely in the market overnight. Oxfam-Quebec, in co-
operation with Abidjan's municipal government and departments of health and the
status of women, also planned to help install public latrines and washing facilities.
Finally, a revolving credit scheme was planned to help the women make their
businesses more viable.
The project was initiated by the Comit6 International des Femmes
Africaines en Development, which was created with Canadian support at the
Paris
Francophonie Summit in 1986. To carry it out Oxfam-Qu6bec sought a $552 000
grant from the Canadian International Development Agency over a
three year period.
After the April budget, C.I.D.A. refused the application.
Projects by non-governmental organizations, such as Oxfam, the Unitarian
Services Committee and Inter Pares, have been devastated by the Tory cuts. These
organizations, as well as many others, are examples where foreign aid is most
effectively implemented. Their philosophy evolves around supporting initiatives
designed by, and for the benefit of people in poor communities in the Third World.
Politics is kept to a minimum.
These organizations have a proud history of success and have given
Canada a reputation as a promoter of peace between countries of the North and South.
Their initiatives must be supported. By slowing the pace of aid growth, Canada will
fall further behind the world's leaders in development assistance -- Norway, Sweden
Denmark, Holland, Belgium, Finland and France -- most of which have met or
surpassed the United Nations target of 0.7 percent of the G.N.P.
The Canadian Council for International
kCo-operation points out that Canadian foreign aid accounts
for only 2.8 percent of government spending, but it was
forced to swallow 23 percent of the budget cuts. The Tory
budget cut $1.5 billion from government spending; $360
Mmillion of it came from foreign aid. The cuts have destroyed
fprojects and programs and imposed suffering on millions. But
V the amount saved -- $360 million -- is less than one percent
of the federal public debt of $320 billion.
Thus, by cutting aid to those that truly
need it the most the Mulroney government is
showing shallow political will, and is back-
tracking on its stated commitment to the Third
World. During his 1988 address to the United
Nations General Assembly Brian Mulroney
emphatically promised to implement "increased
development assistance, especially to the
poorest countries...Canada
has just completed
a review of its official development assistance
policy. We have reset our bearings to improve '
quality, and INCREASE
THE QUANTITY OF
THE HELP WE GIVE, to recognize the special
role of women in development and to concentrate
on the poorest countries."
Was our Prime Minister just spewing
rhetoric? Is Canada's commitment to the Third
World just as shallow as was our
commitment
to sanctions against the Pretoria r6gime of South
Africa? If democracy does exist in Canada then
we must make our voice heard. The students
here at Wilfrid Laurier University can make a
difference! By getting involved with local Third
World aid organizations in our community
--
iputting pressure on your so-called "representative 1
— you can be a vehicle for change. It
doesn't
matter what you do as long as you act locally.
For more information on what you or your group can
do call:
Jonquil Brunker, USC Canada, Ontario
Provincial Office
in Kitchener at (519) 749-0411.
Also, mail the attached cut-out to:
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Prime Minister Brian Mulroney
House of Commons
Parliament Buildings I
Wellington Street
Ottawa, Ontario
KIA OA6
NO POSTAGE REQUIRED!
I Dear Prime Minister Mulroney,
! am very disappointed with the Federal Budget cuts to
the Official Development Assistance Budget Canada has
always been a world leader in the fight against global
poverty. Foreign aid cuts have Jeopardized our ability
to
respond to the global crisis.
1 i urge you to do something to ensure
there are no further
cuts to Canada's development assistance In 1990.
I I
Signature: I
Name:
Address:
City/Province: Postal Code
I j
SPORTS
RMC and York perform like yeomen vs. Hawks
By Leslie Lamers
CORD WEEKLY
inside:
Lady B-Ball upset
Women's Volleyball triumph
Tough break for Men's V-Ball
upcoming:
Friday 8:00pm :
Men's Volleyball vs. Brock
Sunday 2:oopm
Hawkey vs. Windsor
In OUAA action last week the
Hawkey Hawks hosted the York
Yeomen and the RMC Redmen at
the Waterloo Arena, A.K.A. the
Bubble, and boosted their league'
leading record to 18 and 3.
Last Wednesday night it was
another typical performance from
Laurier's powerhouse as they put
to rest the slumping Yeomen 8 4.
With a slow start from both sides,
speedster Steve Griggs took the
first goal against Yeomen goal-
tender Ted Mielczarek, who has
been having a rough time as of
late in the cage. Rookie right
winger Mark McCreary blasted a
side shot between the pipes for a
second goal. With three minutes
remaining in the period, the
Yeomen came back with a goal to
end the frame 2-1 Hawks.
York matched the effort with
an early second period goal, fol-
lowed by a second McCreary
point. The York goal was
matched by a Greg Puhalski ef-
fort, and York moved in with a
lucky goal that ended the second
period 4-4.
A strong Hawk third period
which saw Laurier rubber find the
back of the York net four times
put the game into the win
column. Dan Rintche eluded the
Yeomen defence in a character-
istic Rintche effort to notch a fifth
Laurier goal. Mike Maurice fol-
lowed with two of his own and
another unknown scorer recorded.
The game ending 8-4 Hawks,
WLU remains first in the OUAA
West and ready for the tough
playoff action.
LAURIER 9 RMC 0
A game which saw 59 Laurier
shots against just 20 for the
visitors, the Hawks left the RMC
Redmen with a demoralizing and
fruitless 9-0 defeat. First star
goaltender Rob Dopson held his
second shutout of the season
against the hapless Redmen.
Leading goalscorer Greg
Puhalski blazed a trail through
the Redmen less than a minute
into the first period. Hawk left
winger Kevin Smith made a nice
effort as he skated in from the
Redmen corner for a second goal,
and Mike Maurice tipped a point
shot for a third Hawk goal. The
barrage not over yet, as Maurice
weaved past the armourless Red-
men defense for an unassisted
goal. A Steve Griggs pass to Tom
Jackson notched a point to leave
the Cadets five goals behind at
the end of the first frame.
Hawk right winger Sean
Davidson opened the second
frame with a short goal taken off
a Smith-Rintche setup. Peter
Choma took "a long shot off the
blue line to end the second frame
7-0 Hawks.
A Puhalski slap shot was no
match for defenseless Redmen
goaltender James Ceraldi, adding
the Bth point. Maurice closed the
game with a straight shot between
the pipes, ending the game 9-0
Hawks.
ICE CHIPS: This game will go
into the books for the Hawks as
one to boost the records. Of
course every team needs one or
two games like that. The final
game the regular season is this
Sunday at home to the im-
proved Windsor Lancers. Look
for a good game in the bubble.
Game time is 2:00 pm.
A Hying Hawk: Golden Hawk Tom Jackson roars up ice during
action at the bubble last week. The Hawkey Hawks recorded two
more victories by beating RMC and York to lead the division stay
ahead of rival Waterloo.
Mustangs and Waterloo
too much for WLU
By Bruno Rukavina
CORD WEEKLY
The Men's Basketball Hawks
rolled into London last Wednes-
day night facing a most difficult
task. Not only were the Hawks
facing the first place team in the
OUAA West, they were facing
the #1 team in the nation accord-
ing to CIAU rankings. The
Mustangs have a veteran team
that includes sweet-shooting All-
Canadian forward John Stiefel-
meyer who is one of the quietest
players on the court.
The pressure facing the
Hawks was almost doubled when
you consider that a trip to London
is a homecoming for the four of
the starting five. They all, of
course, want to play well in front
of friends and family. The team
responded well to the pressure
early in the game. Some good of-
fensive thrusts combined with a
few turnovers by Western
resulted in a Laurier lead at 28-26
with 8:00 left to play in the half.
It was at this point that things fell
apart for the Hawks as Western
went on a 15 point run in a four
minute span. The main reason for
Laurier's downfall at this point
was the simple fact that they
couldn't stop the taller opposi-
WESTERN 97 LAURIER 72
WATERLOO 82 LAURIER 69
tion. If the Hawks didn't try to
sag in and cover, the big UWO
men were left open for easy shots
for their guards. It was apparent
that the Mustangs were getting
easy hoops while the Hawks had
to work hard for their buckets.
The first minute of the second
half illustrated this perfectly. The
Hawks, down 51-37, had the ball
to start the half. Laurier put up a
long shot and missed while West-
ern took the rebound and sank
two points by center Kyle Rys-
dale. It is very frustrating to play
in this type of game but to the
Hawks' credit they didn't roll
over and die. With simple hard
nosed play, they made up 10 of
the 18 points they were behind.
However, three turnovers in a
row cost the Hawks a chance at a
even comeback. Western put to-
gether another 13 points, string-
ing the game out of reach.
Tony Marcotullio led the
Hawks with 27 points while
Stiefelmeyer led Western with
24.
WATERLOO82 WLU 69
The battle of Waterloo,
Volume 11, was a game Laurier
felt they could win. Their first
game against the Warriors went
to the proverbial wire as the last
few minutes decided the outcome
with Waterloo handing Laurier a
bitter defeat. Revenge was on the
minds of the team as well was the
fact that it was a must win situa-
tion for the 2-7 Hawks. A win
would give them a shot at 6th
place an a playoff spot, a loss
would give them a quick ticket
out and last place.
The first half was all Laurier's
as they led by 13 points by the
end of the thirty minutes and a
46-38 margin. The Hawks
demonstrated their strengths in
the quick break, deft shooting and
hard defense. The top shooter on
the team, Tony Marcotullio, led
the way with 16 points while
rookie Harry Kemperman came
off the bench to add 6.
Unfortunately, the wave of
momentum didn't continue for
the Hawks. Their aggressiveness
flew out the window with the hot
shooting and let the Warriors
back in the game. The turning
point was when the Warriors ran
a 12-0 string to take the lead for
good away from the Hawks. A
few key foul shots were missed to
seal the fate of the Basketballers
and to end the game at 82-69.
HAWK SHOTS: Statistics tell
the story of the game. Waterloo
outshot Laurier 52% to 39%
and a perfect 24 of 24 from the
tape. Laurier only managed to
sink 15 of 28. Mike Alessio had
15 points, Dan Deep 12 for the
Hawks. Waterloo star and son
of owner of the Hamilton Tiger-
Cat Ron Braley had 19 points
for the bad guys.
Worthy of Note: Former Hawk
Mike Demaree is holding a 3 on 3
competition Sunday March 11.
Interested players should contact
Mike at 746-0421 for details.
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Lady V-Ballers stop Mac Attack
By Heather Purdy
CORD WEEKLY
It was an exhibition of first
class volleyball last Wednesday
as the WLU Lady Hawks
trounced the McMaster
Marauders, in three straight
games and on their home turf in
Hamilton, in what was probably
their best match of the season. A
solid team effort in which every
player contributed allowed
Laurier to take the three games by
the decisive scores of 15-10, 15-7
and 15-6.
Coach Cookie Leach was
thrilled at the play of her team.
Simply because the loss by Mac
to Laurier means that for the first
time in memory the Marauders
are out of the OWIAA playoffs.
They look to finish in fifth place
and just ahead of Laurier, who
will probably finish sixth.
The Hawks took the first few
points of the first game to warm
up to the play, and for a long time
the score was stalled at 5-3 in
Laurier's favour. After picking up
some steam the Hawks pushed
into an 11-6 lead but slacked off
as McMaster staged a recovery to
bring the score to 11-10. Earlier
in the season this might have
been a difficult situation for the
Hawks, but they demonstrated
some of the mental toughness that
they are developing as they
regained control and closed it off
at 15-10
In the second and third games
there was no question as to who
dominated, as Laurier took the in-
itiative in both, and had no dif-
ficulty in putting the Marauders
down. A great defensive effort by
Laurier kept Mac's offense in
check, and the hard hitting of the
Hawks put their opponents in the
situation where they were forced
to make errors. In the setter's
position Paula Baker played one
of her best games this year, dis-
tributing her sets well and keep-
ing the McMaster defense con-
fused. With the defense off guard.
the hitters were able to place the
ball effectively and rack up the
points for the Hawks.
Also providing Laurier with
their usual solid play were Laura
Cooke, who was strong at the net
and effective in blocking, and Al-
lison McGee, a mainstay
defensively and an all-round con-
tributor. The entire starting six,
who saw action for the entire
match, were outstanding as a
group, and with all but McGee
returning and the team beginning
to mold itself into an effective
unit, things are very promising
for next year.
Tonight the Hawks will face
Brock at the A.C. at 8:00
pm.
The Badgers are tied with
Windsor for first place in the
OWIAA west, and a loss to
Laurier would put them into
second place. If the Hawks can
maintain the standard they set
for themselves against Mac, the
match should be a good one, the
more so because it is the last
league game for the Hawks and
the last chance to catch them in
action this season.
Hawks of the Week
ANNE OTTENBRITE
(SWIMMING)
MIKE MAURICE GREG PUHALSKI
Former Olympic swimmer and
veteran Hawk Anne Ottenbrite
had two medals at the OWIAA
finals at Brock last weekend to
capture the Hawk of the Week
recognition. Ottenbrite qualified
for the CIAU finals by winning
the silver in the 100 m breast-
stroke and the bronze in the 200 m
breastroke.
Linemates Puhalski and Maurice who lead the OUAA in scoring
and two respectively had oustanding performances in two games last<
week and earn Hawk of the Week honours. Puhalski had 3 goals and<
5 assists to improve his totals to 64 points. Maurice had 5 goals and 2i
assists for 57 points and a 30 goal total. Both players are potential]
All-Canadians.
— Sports
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LONDON
and beyond...
I TORONTO to LONDON \
One way from Return from
$259 $389
plus PARIS, AMSTERDAM,
ROME, MADRID,
STOCKHOLM, TEL AVIV
and more !!!
Whatever your destination this spring,
TRAVEL CUTS has bargain airfares to
the U.K. and all European points.
CALL US TODAY!!!
TRAVEL CUTS
University Shops Plaza
170 University Ave W. Waterloo
(519) 886-0400
OnL Reg. #2592241
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SUPERSPORTS is
COMING !!!
MARCH 14 in the
A.C.
Fabulous prizes gra-
ciously donated by cool
companies.
Enter your team of
three Girls and three
Guys in the Concourse
March 6 and 7.
Lots of free Gatorade to drink.
I LSAT
GMAT
Prep courses
lor:
LSAT
JUNE 11/90
GMAT
MARCH 17/90
Call:
(416) 923-PREP (7737)
or
1-800-387-5519
Marauders snatch victory away from defeat
By Chris Dodd
CORD WEEKLY
The Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks Men's Volleyball team
went into last week's action with
a record of 4-5 and resting in
fourth spot in the OUAA loop.
The week ahead would bring two
wins to take over third place and
ensure themselves a date with
Western in the opening round of
the playoffs. However, the Hawks
only managed to record one win
and had to settle for fourth.
The week started on Wednes-
day for Coach Smith's squad as
they travelled to Guelph to take
on the Gryphons. The guys went
in and didn't turn in a stellar per-
formance, but none the less came
out with a win and two points.
The Hawks lost the first game 12-
15, but then came storming back
to take the next three games by
scores of 16-14,15-5 and 17-15.
"It really wasn't one of our
better games." remarked assistant
coach Steve Davis. "The guys
were tired and maybe were look-
ing ahead to Mac." The fact
remains that the team won and
got two valuable points to inch
closer to third place.
Friday night was a big game
for the volleyballers as a win
would put them over the
Mauraders and into third spot in
the OUAA. The match started out
horribly for the Hawks as they
lost the first game of the match 2-
15 and dropped the second game
13-15. The game was not without
controversy, for the refereeing
was much to be desired. The
Marauders were definitely receiv-
ing the benefit of some close
calls.
"It was as if we were playing
against seven players out there,
the refs were blatantly one sided."
commented Davis.
Nevertheless the Hawks
looked deep into the face of ad-
versity and roared back winning
the next two games in convincing
fashion 15-2, and 15-4. The
match now came down to the
final game with no one holding a
decisive edge. However, Laurier
jumped out to an early lead and
seemed have things in hand until
the referee gave the benefit of the
doubt to the Marauders and let
them back in the game and
eventually winning the match.
"We were certainly the better
team, but the refereeing turned
things around and we ended up
losing." said Davis.
The loss drops Laurier to 5-6
and rivets them into fourth spot in
the West. The Hawks will proba-
bly meet Waterloo in the playoffs
instead of Western. "We have a
better chance to beat Waterloo
than most people think. There is
no pressure, so if we can block
and play good defense who
knows."
OUTSIDE HITS: Before the
Hawks take on Waterloo in the
Buster Douglas role, they must
face the Brock Badgers. The
game won't mean anything in the
standings, but it is important for
the Hawks to play well to give
them some momentum for Water-
100. The Black Plague, which the
Waterloo Men's Volleyball team
is affectionately known on the U
of W campus, may find that the
Hawks will give them a better
game than they may expect.
Hawks vaccinate the Plague?
WLU Skaters perform
like queens in Kingston
Intermediate Singles-Shannon Pennington--6th
Intermediate Similar Pairs-Annette Wilson and Judy Roy--6th
Intermediate Solo Dance-JoAnn Fawcet--7th
Intermediate Similar Dance—Deanne Male and Shannon
Pennington-6th
Senior A Singles—Gina Jones—7th
Senior B Singles-Lauraine Minken--6th
Senior Solo Dance-Gina Jones-7th-
Short Program-Joan Kitras-7th
Open Ladies-Joanne Kitras--6th
Original Set Pattern Dance-Lurandel Cheyne, Lauraine Minken,
Therese O'Conner, and Mary Ellen Macdonald--sth
Isolated Moves Team-Aitchison, Cheyne, Kitras, Male, Minken
and o'Connor--4th
The Women's Varsity Figure
Skating Team ventured to
Queen's University for the
OWIAA Championships this past
Weekend. Highlights included a
superb performance by the senior
similar dance team of Raquel
Aitchison and Gina Jones who
placed fourth in the event. The
isolated moves team placed a
solid fourth, slightly missing third
by 0.50 points. Laurier precision
team skated to a fourth place in
the highly competitive event. The
variation dance team of Jeanne
Vale and Therese O' Conner
skated well placing fifth in the
event.
The team finished the
weekend placing seventh in
Ontario. Many thanks are ex-
tended to Cindy Fletcher for her
help and support of the whole
team. Lauraine Minken and
Therese O'Connor will be gradu-
ating this year and are not return-
ing to the team for next year. This
year could be seen as a learning
experience for the young skaters.
More than half of the team con-
sisted of rookies, and with a year
of experience under their belts,
the team is looking forward to
BLOTTER
CORRECTION
Job Mart '90
It was erroneously reported on
the WLU Student Publications Desk
Blotter that Career Services was host-
ing Job Mart '90 in the Theatre
Auditorium today from 10-3.
In actuality, Job Mart '90 will be
held on March 15, from 10-3 in the
Theatre Auditorium. WLUSP and
Blotter compiler Chris Starkey
apologize for any inconvenience
caused to students or Career Services
staff due to this error.
— Sports
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*WANTED*
250
smooth
operators.
Canada's Wonderland is now
hiring responsible people for
RIDE OPERATOR positions.
Benefits include extensive
safety training, competitive
wages with overtime, bonus,
and promotion potential, com-
plimentary passes for family or
friends, convenient GO BUS
service from York Mills and
Yorkdale stations, employee
dances, barbecues, parties,
and fun fun fun! So if you'd like
to give others a thrill while you
develop marketable skills,
apply at the Park now. No
appointment needed. Don't
miss out on the summertime of
your life.
C A N A D A'S
WONDERLAND
(416) 832-7000. Canada's Wonderland is an equal opportunity employer.
"* 0 Registered Trade Mark of Canada's Wonderland Inc.
5 Copyright Canada's Wonderland Inc.. 1990.
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PORTRAITS
GREAT PRICES
THE COMMERCIAL fSlk
TAVERN PRESENTS j;>l
THE NATIONALS
FEB 24 RAY LYELL
i? tup cthdaj
"
Personalized sittings
& THE STORM .Choiceof Backgrounds
a* a i
.Convenient Appointments
MAKLn 2 .Free Permanizing
RIP .Photographed Elsewhere
uivj omwive,
and don't look your best?
MARCH 3 " ( deduct THEIR sitting
CRASH VEGAS
"°m IW °"*"
j ' \
[ SUPER $jm 30
MARCH 9,10 special 46
THE TRAIN
2 - B*lo, 2 5*7, 6-Wallets;
S proofs
MARCH 16,17 K
AllN*9a"ve9 /
: free beer & this I University
SHOULD BE GREEN
Photographers Associates
I
648-2644 258 King Street North
j Water|oo, Ontario N2S 2Y9
GOLDEN HAWK
Scoreboard
OUAA Hockey West
Results:
Waterloo 5, Guelph 3
Queen's 5, Guelph4
UQTR 4, Windsor 4
Ottawa 6, Western 5
Guelph 8, Ryerson 1
Waterloo 12.RMC2
LAURIER 8, York 4
Ryerson 7, Brock 5
LAURIER 9, RMC 0
Brock 14, Queen's 5
UQTR 5, Western 1
Ottawa 10, Windsor 4
Upcoming Games:
Windsor at LAURIER (Sunday Feb. 18 2:00 pm)
Intramural Hockey: Div. 1
Tamiae Hockey: Div. 1
OUAA Hockey East
Team
UQTR
McGill
York
Ottawa
Toronto
Concordia
Ryerson
Queen's
Results:
LAURIER 8, York 4
Ryerson 7, Brock 5
UQTR 4, Windsor 4
Brock 14, Queen's 5
UQTR 5, Western 1
Queen's 5, Guelph 4
Toronto3, York 1
Ottawa 6, Western 5
Guelph 8, Ryerson 1
Ottawa 10, Windsor 4
Intramural Hockey: Div. 2
Tamiae Hockey: Div. 2
OUAA Basketball
Results:
Brock 80, Waterloo 73
Western 97, LAURIER 72
Western 58, Guelph 48
McMaster 85, Brock 83
Guelph 84, McMaster 82
Windsor 87, Lakehead 86
Lakehead 82, Windsor 71
Waterloo82, LAURIER 69
Upcoming Games:
Guelph at LAURIER (Wednesday February 14)
LAURIER at Windsor (Sunday Feb. 17)
OUAA Volleyball
Results:
LAURIER 3, Guelph 1
McMaster 3, LAURIER 2
Western 3, Brock 1
Guelph 3, Windsor 1
Upcoming Games:
Brock at LAURIER (Friday February 16 8:00 pm)
Sports
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Team GP W L T F A Pis
LAURIER 21 18 3 0 155 56 36
Waterloo 21 16 4 1 122 56 33
Windsor 20 11 8 1 95 86 23
Western 20 10 8 2 92 85 22
Guelph 20 10 10 0 95 85 20
Brock 20 8 10 2 114 114 18
Laurentian 21 3 18 0 67 155 6
RMC 20 2 18 0 49 154 4
Team GP W L T F A Pts
Vertical Smiles 13 11 2 0 77 36 22
Strangers 13 9
3 0 54 38 18
Renegades 13 7 3
3 55 38 13
Monty's Pythons 13 7 3 2 60 29 12
Pig Dogs 13 3 9 1
39 71 7
New Mohicans 13 0 9 4 28 71 4
Team GP W L T F A Pts
Quebec 9 6 1- 2 39 24 14
Calgary 8 6 2 0 32 23 12
Cleveland 9 5 3 1 46 27 11
Toronto 9 3 4 1 34 27 7
GP W L T F A Pts
20 13 5 2 119 67 28
20 12 6 2 88 62 26
20 12 7 1 91 78 25
20 11 8 1 92 89 23
20 9 11 0 95 95 18
21 8 13 0 73 75 16
21 7 14 0 77 127 14
20 6 14 0 77 122 12
Team GP W L T F A Pis
Western 10 9 1 0 826 701 18
McMaster 10 6 4 0 862 788 12
Guelph 10 6 4 0 716 652 12
Waterloo 10 6 4 0 698 719 12
Brock 10 5 5 0 776 765 10
Lakehead 10 3 7 0 737 790 6
Windsor 10 3 7 0 779 876 6
LAURIER 10 2 8 0 757 860 4
Team GP W L T F A Pts
Waterloo 11 11 0 0 33 3 22
Western 9 7 2 0 22 10 14
McMaster 11 7 4 0 22 19 14
LAURIER 10 5 5 0 21 19 10
Windsor 11 4 7 0 15 26 8
Guelph 11 3 8 0 15 25 6
Brock 11 0 11 0 7 33 0
Team GP W L T F A Pts
Regulators 13 9 2 2 81 34 20
Molson Whalers 13 7 5 1 42 41 15
Chiefs 13 6 5 1 40 42 13
Zippos 13 4 7 1 41 57 9
Lonely Guys 13 2 9 2 21 47 6
Rockets 13 2 9 1 31 67 5
Team GP W L T F A Pis
Vancouver 9 4 3 2 52 33 10
Boston 8 3 3 2 29 35 8
Hartford 9 1 6 2 23 53 4
Edmonton 8 0 7 1 17 50 1
"
A Quiet Break from the Pressure."
I I"The Fellowship of Communion"
I
q
"A Time for Meditation"
I T "A Mid-WeekRetreat"
I
|
Wednesday Nights
I 10:00 pm.
I Seminary Chapel
An Informal Service of Worship With the
Lutheran Campus Ministry - Waterloo
I Everyone Welcome !
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140 UNIVERSITY AVENUE WEST
WATERLOO
(University Ave at Phillip)
WILL BE INTERVIEWING FOR
LINE COOKS
DISHWASHERS
BARTENDERS
WAIT STAFF
DOOR STAFF
DISC JOCKEYS
APPLY IN PERSON ONLY
i Saturday Feb 17 thru Monday Feb 19
1 pm - 5 pm
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GRAND OPENING
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Rooffalls onLindley's playoffhopes
By JeffDragich
CORD WEEKLY
The Bubble finally burst on
the Lady Basketball Hawks as
they were eliminated from
playoff contention last Wednes-
day night by the Western
Mustangs in London. However,
they earned a split for the week
by returning home .for a 75-54
thrashing of the Waterloo
Athenas.
With the playoff hunt now
over, the Hawks are looking to
have some fun and spread around
the playing time more evenly.
WESTERN 71 LAURIER 51
This was an ugly game from
the output for the Golden Hawks.
They fell behind early and the
Mustangs showed no mercy in
eliminating their arch rivals for
the final playoff spot.
Laurier found itself trailing
10-4 in the opening minutes.
Western extended the lead to 22-
8 with a 12-4 run and coasted to a
36-25 first half. The second half
saw more of the same, un-
fortunately for the Hawks.
Coach Sue Lindley evaluated
her team's slow start this way.
"We weren't in sync on offense.
We didn't have any poise or com-
posure for the first ten minutes.
And we're not the kind of team
that play catch-up very well."
Sue Little and Dana Perry
continued their fine seasons, lead-
ing Laurier with 13 and 10 points
respectively. Little added 12
rebounds while Colleen Ryan had
8.
LAURIER 75 WATERLOO
54
Having been eliminated the
previous game, Lindley decided
to change the line-up to jumpstart
the offense a little. She gave
rookie forwards Shannon
McConvey and Sue Eagleson
their first starts of the year. Each
responded well scoring six points
apiece with McConvey adding
some solid defense early. Despite
the 21 points spread, Laurier
didn't take command of the game
until the second half. The two
teams were evenly matched
throughout the first half. The lead
changed hands several times and
neither team led by more than 4
points. The Hawks held a slim
28-26 going into the second half.
Both teams' offense was non-
existent at the start of the half,
with both the Athenas scoring the
only points of the first four
minutes. Then the Golden Hawks
exploded in the points column
recording a 47-27 margin. The
rest of the way was by far their
best effort of the year. They shot
a phenomenal 73% from the field
during the run.
Perry triggered the streak
from her point guard position.
She found a wide open Ryan for a
19 footer to start the run. Perry
followed with a 17 foot jumper
from the top of the key. McCon-
vey then spotted Janice Field in
the low post for the lay-up. Field
stole the ball on the next Water-
loo possession and connected
down court with Perry who made
the lay-up and was fouled and
completed the three pointer with
a free throw.
The Hawks kept the pressure
on, dominating the rest of the
way. All ten members of the team
scorcd. in the rout and playing
time was spread evenly. Laurier
ended shooting 47% from the
field, plus 83% from the stripe,
while Waterloo posted figures of
37% and 47%.
"It was a fun second half to
play,
"
Lindley commented. "It
was a really good performance.
Everybody that went out on the
floor worked really hard..at both
ends of the floor. This was a com-
plete game for us."
She also added that, "Our
defense helped our offense get in
gear. The up-tempo game helped
out the set offense. The team was
able to get some rhythm and feel
comfortable on the floor."
The only negative aspect of
the game for the Hawks came
with 9:27 left in the game. Dana
Perry fell victim to the recurring
injury bug as she twisted the
same ankle she injured in pre-
season. Perry may be forced to
miss the remainder of the season.
Perry did however pace the
Hawks with 15 points and 4 as-
sists. Little added 14 points and
14 rebounds. Eagleson chipped in
5 assists.
Lindley was pleased overall
with Perry's performance. "That
was the best Dana has played all
year. She established the fast
break, distributed the ball and
penetrated well."
LOOSE FEATHERS: The Lady
Hawks have their sights on
finishing the year at .500. In order
for them to do this, they must win
the remainder of their games that
included a season finale here
against Western...Little's fine
play this season has placed her in
the top five in scoring average
and rebounds....The last game of
the season is Saturday February
24 vs Western. Tip off is 6 pm.
In your face:Lady Hawk
Colleen Ryan posts up
against Waterloo over the
weekend at the Athletic
Complex for two. Un-
fortunately, first year coach
Sue Lindley will not see her
Lady Hawks in the playoff
contention for they dropped
their games to Western and
Waterloo.
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AN OPEN FORUM ON: THE VALUE OF THE TEXTBOOK
TUESDAY, FEBUARY 27THAT 3:3OPM
DISPLAYS AND REFRESHMENTS THROUGHOUT THE DAYIN THE PAUL MARTIN CENTRE
Welcome by Dr. Donald Baker, WLUAcademic Vice President
PARTICIPANTS
B]
||K||nH|9 Jill Archer, WLU student, 88/89 VP Student Affairs and
| architect of last year's petition and survey on the price
and use of textbooks
r 'W* ■
Dr. Michael Moore, Associate Professor ofEnglish at WLU
"
and author or editor offour books, including the popular
| ■ggfl "A Writer's Handbook of CurrentEnglish." (Gage).
Mr. Jim Black, Manager of the College Department ofNelson
|MjH Canada, and aformer student of Waterloo Lutheran
MR. JIM BLACK JILL ARCHER University
EACH MEMBER OF THE PANEL WILL BE GIVEN APPROXIMATELY 15 MINUTES TO PRESENT HIS/HER PERSPECTIVE
ON THE TOPIC FOLLOWED BY ANOTHER 314 HOUR FOR REACTION FROM PANEL AND THE A UDIENCE.
THE GOAL IS TO INCREASE AWARENESS AND PROVIDE INFORMATION ABOUT THE VALUE OT THE TEXTBOOK IN A■ |
THE ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT AND TO COVER A BROAD RANGE OF ISSUES INVOLVED IN A FRANK AND OPEN AT-
MOSPHERE. Ijt
IT IS HOPED THAT THIS OPEN FORUM WILL BRING TOGEHTER A GOOD REPRESENTATION OF INTERESTED STU-
DENTS AND FACULTY. -
THROUGHOUT THE DAY THE DISPIAY OF NEW AND UP TO DATE TEXT AND SUPPORT MATERIALS IN THE PAUL .
MARTIN CENTRE WILL BE MANNED BY DIANA HILTON OF THE CANADIAN BOOK PUBLISHER'S COUNCIL AND MEM- L Vfln
BERS OF THE BOOKSTORE STAFF.
SPONSORED BY THE BOOKSTORE IN THE CONCOURSE
ffWWWMMiM ■ ■■
DR. MICHAEL MOORE
